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THE japanese seem to recognize fully the

importance of thorough moral training in the
schools, but have long been perplexed in their
search for a basis of morality. It has now been
decided, it is said, that Confucius is - to be the
sheet-anchor, and text-books of morality are to be
compiled for schools with his precepts as a basis.

THE notion that a collegiate education is
detrimental rather than helpful to a man in
business pursuits, is somewhat prevalent. Mr.
Andrew Carnegie, a well known American
rnillionaire, has recently expressed that opinion.
His statement led the New York T-ibune to
collect the opinions of a number of prominent
business men on the subject, and their judgment
is, on the whole, opposed to that of Mr. Carne-
gie. They say, just what a reasonable view of the

natter would lead us to expect, that the youth
Who makes good use of his four years at college
and then enters into business, will, as a rule,
sOon overtake the youth with untrained mind
Who has spent that four years in an office or
Warehouse.

IN reply to a number of questions touching
the subject of Elementary Education, Mr. Glad-
Stone recently gave expression to some excellent
views. He was in favor of giving some measure
of classical instruction in all secondary schools,
but would not thrust it down the throat of
everybody, irrespective of capacity and circum-
Stances. Technical and scientific teaching was,
he considered, of the highest importance, but
the main object of education was to make the
human mind a supple, effective, strong, available
instrument for whatever purposes it might be
required to be applied to. Mr. Gladstone spoke
u'nreservedly also in favor of giving a higher

education to girls in connection with the inter-
mediate system, and expressed the hope that
they would be allowed to share in whatever
exhibitions and scholarships miglit be estab-
lished. He resented, he said, extremely, the
arrangements under which girls and young
women who go to Oxford or Cambridge are pre-
cluded from touching one farthing of the vast
wealth of the universities and colleges.

IT is stated that the number of students in
attendance at the twenty-one universities of the
German Empire last winter was not far from
28,500, and that of these one half were about
equally divided between theology and law, and
the other half between medicine and general
education, in the proportion, nearly, of three to
four. These figures are very significant. The
state of things they represent is, we have no
doubt, pretty nearly paralleled in Canada. We
shall continue to fall very far below the true
ideal in education, so long as the universities are
used almost exclusively by those who are pre-
paring for one or other of the learned professions.
It is, in fact, very hard to justify the existence
of State universities, so long as their advantages
are enjoyed almost exclusively by those prepar-
ing for special professional pursuits. It is
evidently desirable that some means should be
adopted to make higher education better appre-
ciated by the many for its own sake, and sought
by all classes, irrespective of future pursuits.
Failing that, the money from the public chest
should be given chiefiy in aid of art and techni-
cal schools, available and directly useful to the
many, rather than to the few.

TOUCHING the effect of college training in
fitting or unfitting a young man for business
pursuits, referred to in another paragraph, several
things are to be borne in mind. For instance,
the studiously inclined young men, those whose
inclinations urge them most strongly in the
direction of the university, are often unfitted by
nature for business success. Such young men,
whether they go to college or not, will never put
sufficient enthusiasm into their business to insure
success. Then, again, it would be a poor col-
legiate education that would not unfit any young
man who has a soul in him, for the practice of
the methods which are counted by many the
successful business methods. Nor can one who
has learned to think and who enjoys the higher
and broader outlook which a true mental culti-
vation gives, consent willingly to give the best
energies of his life to mere money-making. But
the common-sense rule is, and we venture to say
that true experience will sanction it, that the more
the brain-power is developed by education, the

better fitted is the man or the woman for any
business pursuit. There is no sphere of honest
work, we care not how humble, in which brains
will not tell in favor of their possessor.

AN organization of a somewhat novel but
very necessary character has recently been
formed in London, England. It is nothing less
than a National Parents' Educational Union.
The first public meeting in connect on with the
movement took place at the residence of the
Bishop of London a few weeks since. The
object of the Union is to assist parents of all
classes to understand the best principles and
nethods of education in all its aspects, and espe-

cialiy in those which concern the formation of
habits and character. It seeks also to create a
better public opinion on the subject of train.
ing of children, by collecting and making known
the best information on the subject ; to secure
greater unity and continuity of education by
harmonizing home and school-training, and to
give parents opportunities for co-operation and
consultation, so that the wisdom and experience
of each may be profitable to all. Lectures,
addresses, discussions and other means will be
employed for this purpose, and a religious basis
of work will be maintained. The conception is
certainly an excellent one, and the field for the
operations of such a society is very large, and
much of it in great need of cultivation.

THE remarkable success of Miss Fawcett and
Miss Alford, in taking the highest honors at the
late June Examinations in Cambridge University,
affords additional proof, though proof was no
longer needed, of the ability of women to com-
pete side by side with men iii the severest lines
of university work, as well as in those whici are
thought to make less stern demands upon the
highest order of intellectual faculties. This fact,
greatly as it seems to astonish some of those
who have been accustomed to accept conven-
tional and traditional notions with regard to the
place of woman in the social scle, can hardly
have been surprising to many teachers who have
had to do with both sexes in the Public schools.
It is a burning shame that those women who
have, from time to time, fairly won the highest
rewards such ancient institutions as Cambridge
have to offer, should be deprived of them by
regulations which are the outcome of old cus-
toms and prejudices. But the end of all such
invidious distinctions is near. " This is no
longer a man's world," exclaimed the editor of
an.American journal on reading the announce-
ment with regard to the success of the two
ladies above named. The remark is as true as
suggestive. Too long has this been a man's
world. Henceforth it is to be a man and
woman's world.

Vol. IV.
No. 6.
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HOLIDAY WORK.

ALTHOUGH we speak our farewells to the chil-
dren, and although we take our last look at the
rows of eipty seats, and enjoy the long-looked-for
rest, we do not expect school and our loved school-
work to vanish entirely from our minds.

In the holidays we have time to think and plan
truer, better work ; we have time to look about and
study human nature a little more, and devise ways
and means of making our work in the coming term
more beneficial and enjoyable.

Plans for busy work may be thought out, as we
can never have too many of these. Some of these
plans take considerable preparation.

During a holiday time one of our teachers pre-
pared a collection of business cards for a double
purpose. She selected the cards carefully for the
purpose of having stories written about them.
These were passed around among the children,
each scholar having a different one, and they were
asked to write stories about the pictures they held.
This exercise was a very useful and enjoyable one.
The backs of the cards being blank, Miss H-
wrote on that side short stories for sight reading.

This was a better plan than the ordinary soft
paper, as they were more easily preserved, and
those scholars who succeeded in reading the stories
correctly and quickly were rewarded by being
allowed to draw or write stories from the other
side.

Short stories cut from Sunday school and other
papers might be collected in the holidays, new
songs discovered and old ones adapted to school
work.

Thoughts will come and plans will evolve if we
are only on the alert. Let us not pass our hol-
days in the sleepy idleness so often mistaken for
rest.

SUNSHINE ON A DARK DAY.
RHODA LEE.

ONE ofJune's early days. Just enouýh sunshine
to make joy and happiness everywhere, and just
enough of a soft breeze that brought the scent of
chestnut and lilac bloom into our class-room, to
make a sweet, calm, good day at school. Easy
enough to teach on days of that description, you
say. Teaching is never easy. Teaching is too
earnest a work to be easy, but let us never say it istoil.

Yet we have days (for even June weather is not
always what we desire,) when the leaden gray of
the sky and the ceaseless beating of the rain seems
to reflect as much as possible of its gloom on the
hearts and temperaments of our children. Clouds
without, clouds within. We cannot change the
weather, but we can change its effect upon our
school.

Just now I think of a day we had not long ago,when all the bad effects of a dark, rainy day were
too plainly noticeable

We left school weary and discouraged. No fires,
and the wind too cold and damp to permit of open
windows ; air consequently bad and the children
tired and listless. Every sound intensified and
warranted to bring out all one's nervousness and
impatience.

Talking it over on our way home, we one and
all decided to do away with tbis depression next
time by making some stronger efforts to obtain that
sunshine that had failed to find its way into our
class-rooms. Now let me tell you how we get
round behind the cloud and live in the sunshine on
the " days that are dark and dreary."

Knowing perfectly well the effect a day of this
kind bas on my own spirits, I try to get into more
perfect sympathy with my children. I need some
special stimulus to arouse me, and this effort of
rousing the scholars is just what is required.

Knowing how difficult it is for them to feel the
proper life and spirit in a lesson on a day such as
this, I leave to a certain degree the rut of ordiñary
work and plan new attractions and fresh employ-
ment for the day.

I pay special attention to the ventilation and
indulge in calisthenics and marching more fre-
quently than usual.

The sunshine bas to be manufactured at first, but
it soon becomes genuine.

We choose the most interesting reading lessons
and perhaps use the prettiest supplementary read-
ing books. We learn the words and meaning of a
bright new song.

At recess, if the rain is still falling, we have a
guessing game " or a " question talk," in which

every one in turn is at liberty to ask any question
or narrate any story nteresting to the class.

Perhaps I may read or tell a story of more than
ordinary interest, or allow the children to write a
story on their slates.

A spelling or geography match in some of the
higher rooms would be interesting. Of course
I do not advise the employment of all these
means on the same day.

One or two plans will transform the day wonder-
fully, if along with them you wear your rosiest
glasses and attribute some of the little disorders
that you may witness, to dust on your spectacles.
In other words, endeavor to be more patient and
forbearing on these days than on any other. Start
out in the morning knowing that the day will be a
trying one, but at the same time determine to
invigorate yourself with extra strength, courage,
patience and peace, which all combined will pro-duce the most veritable sunshine in your class-
room.

CONCENTRATION OF ENERGY.
ARNOLD ALCOTT.

"CONCENTRATION of energy." What a unity of
effort, what an intensity of specific, clearly-defined
work is focussed in the above phrase. There is, it
seems to mue, a rich store of practical philosophy inthis idea of gathering the energies, and concen-
trating their forces in one particular direction.
The human mind is so constituted that it can attend
definitely and impressively to but one thing at atime.

Once a class becomes inspired with an ambition
to do its best, and a determination to excel in some
one subject, or along some special line of work, thatclass is on the path leading to success, to victory.
They must work who would win.

Now, there is no better plan of which we know
for securing co-operative order, in a new class, thanfor the tactful teacher, who knows what she can
teach especially well, to awaken the ambitious spiritin her pupils, to excel in this particular branch.
The impetus which such a purpose will give to the
work of the class-room is not easily over-estimated.
We can not do well in one direction without its
having a reflex influence for good on all our other
efforts. The resolve to do one's best is the fruitful
purpose we are endeavoring to implant.

For instance, a teacher taking charge of a new,
class discovers, on the first day, that the music in
that class is deficient. Happy is she, if she loves
music and the teaching of it sc well that she can
inspire ber pupils with the ambition to be the best
class in the district, or in the town, or in the city, inthis direction. If the idea be presented skilfully
and pleasantly we are sure that the boys and the
girls will catch the inspiration.

But, says some one who has forgotten to sub-
scribe for educational journals,or who bas neglected
to read works on education, or who bas not pursued
the interesting and profitable study of human
nature, '"Are you not neglecting other studies in
your attempts to excel in music, or i i calisthenics
or in, etc. ? " Perhaps our pupils may at first fall
off a little in other branches, though we do not
think that this is a necessary resuilt. But when the
" trying hard to excel " bas been practised for a
time it becomes a habit, wbich is not circumscribed
by music, or by calisthenics, but which extends to
all that the pupils have to do.

For nine months we have tried devoting special
attention to music, and we know the pupils are
fonder of it than ever. Through music, harmony
and sympathy have been established between
teacher and pupils, and energy bas been developedfor other pursuits.

Again, there are times which are more suitable
than others for devoting ourselves intensely to cer-
tain subjects. For instance, what time more suit-
able than the budding spring and the opening sum-mer for learning about the flowers and the woods ?
Do take a picnic with your pupils. There is plentyoffun and development in it for teachers as well as
for pupils.

Again, in the warm months of May and June the
children like writing in their copy books ; so we
are specially interested just now in writing. And

When chill November
Blows his surly blast,"

we may be very attentive to our calisthenics.
Do have a specialty. It will afford great pleas-

ure as well as profit, morally as well as mentally and
physically, to all. Earnestness and enthusiasm are
two of the qualities which we like most to see in
those with whom we have to do.

Let us try to build up in our scholars that sturdi-
ness of character which we note in a true German
or Scotchman.

Onward and upward is our motto. The powers,
which the Creator bas given to us, put to their best
use. Nothing less will satisfy. Who can say thatwe may not reach such results ?

BE GUARDED IN SPEECH:.e
BY CARRIE NEWHALL LATHROP.

"THY- speech bewrayeth thee" is as true to-dayas in the time when first uttered, and it may pro-
perly be said that the " shibboleth " of respectable
and cultivated society is a graceful and becominguse of our mother tongue. Though there are
apparently startling examples to the contrary, and
though one may cite instances of persons who hold
honorable positions in society yet are destitute of
this abiity, still this honor may be paid to some-
thing else in their possession, either deservedly orundeservedly. Whatever consideration these per-sons may receive, they can never, for one instant,
be considered cultivated. We, as teachers, should
certainly aim to be so considered. Therefore it is
that I would call your attention to some acts of
commission or omission which will entitle us to the
place we desire.

In the matter of pronunciation, what may weteachers do? We must certainly inform ourselves
as to the proper pronunciation of words, and then
use that pronunciation. It is a fact to be deplored
that there are many of our capable men in differ-
ent professions who are far from models in this
regard, and we cannot turn to thein as exemplars.
It is true that the matter of pronunciation bas been
sadly neglected, and we bear flagrant errors com-
mitted by those of whoim we have a right to expectmuch. But this is no excuse, for teachers them-
selves should strive to be models in this particular,and we have in the dictionaries a friend and guide.
Pronunciation has not changed so greatly of recent
years as is often asserted. It is not that pronunci-
ation bas changed, but that people are investigatingauthorities and the principles of pronunciation, are
comparing them, and are endeavoring, more than
formerly, to conform to these principles and author-
mîtes. While searching for. the pronunciation of a
word, the meaning or meanings and its derivation
should be found. Next, the word must be used
properly in conversation. Then, and not till then,
may we truly say that the word actually belongs to>us.

Another point that teachers should guard is the
use of slang. The reply may be that teachers do
not use slang. As a class they do not, but are the
members of the profession entirely free from it ?
Is it not obtruding itself everywhere-among allclasses of people ? It is so pernicious a habit, ahabit that so rapidly strengthens from its earliest
growth, that too much cannot be said in condem-
nation of it. One word of slang, once used, soonobtrudes itself again, and when least desired.
Teachers do not always refrain from slang them-
selves, nor do they sufficiently condemn it in
others. If not, perbaps, indulging in the worst
forms, there are many .expressions that might be
considered less coarse, in common use amongteachers. Where is our wealth of beautiful expres-sive words, words that can convey every shade of
meanng possible to be conceived of-that one
should descend even once to expressions that
should belong only to the vernacular of criminals ?

A fact may be cited to prove that the languageused is not too strong. In a little book of private
devotions, prepared by an eminent divine, these
questions occur in one paragraph, under questions

* Read before the City Teachers' Institute, Cincinnati, O.
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for self-examination on one's duty towards God :
Have you ever cursed or sworn ? Have you

used slang words ? Have you quoted the Bible in
jest ?'' We ail know how we esteem the first and
ast questions, and there stands the one between,
"Have you used slang words ?" It is not a mat-
ter of surprise that it should be so placed. For
what can be more harmful to a clean, pure heart
than the use of the language ermployed, not merely
by the uneducated and ignorant, but by those
whose every thought is vice, and whose language
Must correspond to their thoughts. Let teachers
abstain from even a breath or a whisper that might
be possibly considered slang.

Another point that should -be guarded-it is
nearly allied to the preceding-is the use of
exclamations. Teachers should remember that
they have close imitators in this respect, as well as
In others. The "My Goodness " Mercy

Good Gracious 1" caught from teacher or parent,
On the lips of a little child, whose heart is inflamed
with anger, soon acquire a terrible force ; and
while not actual profanity, they shock the sensibi-
hty of the hearer and harm the little one speaking.
Impatience is never consistent with a teacher's
dignity, and if great surprise is felt, some other
evidence may be given than thesehasty and oft-times
inelegant exclamations. If children never hear
them, they never use them ; and let children be
safe from them in the school room.

What is the difference between the language of
a cultivated person and that of one who is unculti-
Vated ? Much there is in the correct pronunciation
of words and the proper construction of sentences;
but what is the nameless something aside from
these, that betrays the person, even in the use of
the simplest language-that sonething which you
rnay detect, though you should hear the conversa-
tion of a stranger when completely concealed from
view ? The voice itself has much to do with it.
Let it be soft and low, or quick and energetic, ring-
ing in tone, whatever the particular style, the
refinement or the lack of it is easily detected. Let
the intonations be unnatural, imparting a com-
mon sound to the general manner of speech, then
such an one could not and should not be a teacher.
But let the voice be pleasant and well modulated,
as it sometimes is, yet if there be a slurring of
syllables, a loss of some sounds and the obtrusion
of others, withal a style that is not clear, a slovenly
or untidy manner of speech, how quickly we men-
talily assign the speaker to his place. Such an one
could not be a teacher.

This then is the part of a teacher, to make her-
self, as nearly as possible, a model for others in
choice of language, pronunciation and intonations
-in fact, in ail of those points which, sunmmed up,render one an elegant, cultivated conversationalist
and speaker. Aside from the example she gives
her pupils a teacher appears in society as a repre-
sentative of a class of persons,and she owes it to
herself and to them to make herself a worthy repre-
sentative. This nay be done without obtrusiveness
and without pedantry, simply by being an easy
cultivated woman and the rest will take care of
itself

Of what avail to ber pupils is it, that a teacher
Should possess this ready resource of expression ?Just as a teacher would impress and attract a room
of adults by her dignified language, and bearing, so
may she impress and attract her pupils, even the
Youngest. Children are as responsive to these
influences as are their elders ; and be it remem-
bered that children are always pleased to be treated
with that respect which the use of choice language
Would ever imply.

Another point to be considered is, that not only
will our children in the school-room understand for
themselves, but in time they will use these saine
Words in their proper way. It is impossible for the
teacher to do too much in this direction ; for chil-
dren are such ready imitators that they will copy
and catch her words, her intonations, yes, even her
gestures.

To us, to whom during the first few years of
school life the children are intrusted, will belong
the privilege of beginning these good habits. If
good language, as Professor March says, is

caught rather than taught," see to it that the
choicest language only is " caught " in your school-
room. Where the parent's hand'is not placed, let
the teacher's rest, and give to the child what he
may not have had by the hearthstone, pleasing
happy words and graceful expressions. Give him
none other.

The teacher's duty is plain. Her duty to herself,
to lier pupils, to society, to her profession-any-
where and everywhere-demands that she shall, by
every ineans in her power, make her speech, her
command of her mother tongue, as nearly perfect
as it lies in the power of a human being to do.
Our beautiful English tongue is a gift for which we
should be thankful every day that we live. We
have no right to despoil it ; but as it stands in its
purity, an ornament in itself, we may gather its
brightest jewels to adorn and grace our simplest
thoughts.

Greek's a harp we love to hear;
Latin is a trumpet clear ;
Spanish like an organ swells;
Italian rings its silver bells ;
France, with many a frolic mien,
Tunes her sprightly violin;
Loud the German rolls his drum
When Russia's clashing cymbals come;
But Briton s sons may well rejoice,
For English is the human voice."

-Ohio Ed. Monthly.

TEACHERS' UNION.*
BY ROBERT COWLING.

A GOOD deal bas been said about teachers' salar-
ies, teachers' unions, the noble profession, etc., but
little bas been done towards bettering the condition
of the profession, so far as giving them a reason-
able compensation for their labor is concerned,
except in city schools. There the teachers receive
a yearly increase till a maximum salary is reached,
and they are not looked upon as birds of passage,
as the old Negro song says, " Here to-morrow and
gone to-day," but are retained from year to year,
and promoted according to merit and length of
service. I believe that the average country teacher
does more and better work than the city teacher,
then why is the remuneration of the former often
only half that of the latter ? Let the teacher of a
rural or village school ask for an annual increase,
and the trustees will tell him he may as well resign
as ask for more, as they can get others for less.

In other professions the members have the con-
trolling of their fees, but in ours we take what we
can get, and little it is considering the time and
money spent in fitting ourselves for the work.

The Division Court clerk makes about $ioo per
month, the County Registrar receives from $2,ooo
to $3,ooo per annum, while our M. P. P.'s or M.IP.'s
receive $6oo or $i,ooo for one session of two and a
half to three months. Why is there such a dis-
crepancy in the salaries ? Does it require more
time and money to fit a person to bold any of the
positions mentioned than that of teaching? Ve
may notice here that the farther we get away front
the one-man influence the more liberal we grow.
Some are in favor of township Boards to remedy
this evil.

Often a good teacher is compelled to leave a sec-
tion because one of the trustees bas taken a per-
sonal dislike to him ; or because some other
teacher, a particular friend, wants the situation.
So the teacher leaves, though nine out of ten of the
ratepayers may be opposed to the change.

In rural sections men who have no children
attending school and have no particular interest in
educational matters are elected trustees, their only
recomnendation being their love 'or the mighty
dollar, and they can be depended on every time to
make a tight bargain. Will such trustees always
make the best selection of teachers for their schools?
Imagine them looking over a number of applica-
tions in answer to an advertisement inserted by
them in some newspaper, and judge for yourself.

The majority of people believe that that which
costs the most money or labor is of the most value.
If this is the case with the teachers' services in this
county, what are we to think of the reports made
by our Inspectors to the County Council in 1888 ?

In South York there were i13 teachers employed,
and the reduction made in their salaries in one
year was on an average over $20 per head, while
in North York the average cost of education per
pupil was fifty cents less than for the whole Pro-
vince.

It rests with the teachers' themselves to propose
some means by which their condition may be made
better.

Teachers give the public a wrong impression
*Abstract of a paper read before the South York Teachers

Association.

about their numbers, by their applications for each
school in which a vacancy occurs, since often one
person may apply for fifteen or twenty schools.
Then some trustees come to the conclusion that
there are plenty of teachers in the market, so they
cut the salary and the lowest tender is accepted.

If teachers' knew some of the surroundings of
the schools they see advertised they would, in
many cases, leave their names off the long list of
applicants.

To give the teacher a chance of knowing a good
deal about the situation for which be is applying,
I would form a Teachers' Bureau of Information in
eacb Inspectorate in the Province, and issue circu-
lars to each member of the profession asking
for information respecting some of the most import-
ant matters relating to the welfare of the teacher.
These reports would be collected and published in
book or pamphlet form, for use of the profession
only.

By means of something like this we should be
drawn closer together professionally, and learn to
have more confidence in each other, so there would
be less underbidding and belittling each other in
the eyes of the public, when seeking a new situation.

The questions would be about the following :
location, kind and size of school, how beated and
ventilated, cleaning and whitewashing, caretaker,
rural or village, postal accommodation, distance
front railway station, roads, boarding place or
teacher's residence, churches, number of pupils
and attendance, nuimber of teachers, salaries paid,
certificates held, length of time a teacher stays,
kind of trustees generally elected, interest people
take in school matters, etc.

ON WAKING UP MIND.

WHAT David Page called " waking up mind " is
the chief end of teaching. The phrase implies
that there are potentialities or sleeping powers in
the young mind that can be awakened to activity.

The waking up of mind results from the feeling
of wonder or curiosity. Mr. Bain defines curiosity
as "the consciousness of an intellectual difficulty
and the desire to master it."

The old Greek writers used to say that wonder
was the mother of wisdom. The prime secret of
teaching is to excite the feeling of wonder or curi-
osity.

To wake up mind is to set it to thinking. Ail
thinking must be directed toward some end to
entitle it to the name of thinking. It is hard work
to think. People in general, therefore, both young
and old, would rather busy themselves with the
easy probleins than " bother their beads " with the
hard ones. So, in regard to ail the more difficult
questions of life, they are satisfied to take the
opinion of some one else who, they think, knows
more than they do. How many people are there
who read the daily papers, that make up their
opinions upon any subject of state policy from the
information acquired from the news columns and
by the use of their accumulated knowledge.?
Instead of this they turn to see what the editor
thinks about it, and his opinion, in nine cases out
of ten, becomes their opinion. This distaste for
thinking is the legacy we have inherited from the
race. It will only be after generations of training
that children will inherit a taste for thinking. This
fact is what makes the school a necessity to a
nation like ours. It also furnishes the teacher with
his chief problem, viz., how to create a taste for
thinking.

Now the child comes into the world full of won-
der. Nature has provided that t shall be stimu-
lated to learn as rapidly as possible what it is
essential for it to know in order to preserve its
existence in the struggle before it. And since it
must learn so many things, its period of helpless-
ness is a much longer one than that of other
animais. But nature has not supplied the same
degree of curiosity and irrepressible wonder to
drive it on to learn what it needs to know in the
world of inan,-the civilization which man has
created. Nature provides largely that stimulus
that will push the child on to prepare himself to
avoid the perils of nature, but it is left for man to
supply the stimulus that will urge the child on to
prepare himself for our institutional life.

This is done by " waking up the mind " to the
study of those things that nature does not give any
strong promptings to master. Hence, the present
curriculum of study.-The Public School Journal.
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PRINCIPLES AND
RULES OF INFLECTIONS AND PITCH.

BY R. LhWIS.

Infections.-These actions of the speaking and,therefore, of the reading voice occur incessantly
when speech is exercised, and even a monotone isnot strictly one tone which slides neither up nor
don in the act of speaking ; a perfect monotoneis only duc d i s ging.

he rg m fIling inflections express differ-ent forms of thought which can be generally classi-fe om tat classification rules, with their
exceptions, are deduced, which are of the firstn portance in learning and teaching to read withjust expression.

These rules are natural and simple and should
commence with the first exercises in reading.

I. The n*sîný' 'nfec1ion marks the incompleteness
of a phrase or clause, or, in other words, itsdependence upon and reference to a phrase orthought that follows as, "If thou ftil'st

M Cromwéll thon fall'st a blessed martyr,"
Merrily swinging/ on brier and wéed,

Near to the nest/ of his little dame
Over the môuntain-side or méad,

Robert of Lincoln is telling his náme."
Il. The rising inflection marks a negation whencontrasted with an affirmation, expressed orimplied ; as,
'I come not friends to steal away your heurts."
I said gòod, not bád."
So please ydu," said Douglas to the king,My heart will not suffer me to stand idle andsee Randolph perish-I must go to his assistànce?"

III. The rising inflection marks a question thatcan be answered by " yes " or "no," when thequestioner is doubtful which answer will be given :questions under this rule generally begin with averb.
IV. The rising inflection marks appeals, andexclamations bearing the character of appealsas,

O Héaven that there were but a mote in yoùrs,"
O spare mine eyes;
Brightest and best of the sons of the morning,Dawn on our darknéss and lend us thine hid.
In the application of this rule, the reader will seethat the appeal bas a dependent character whichjustifies the use of the rising inflection, by its incom-pleteness.
V. The falling inflection asserts, marks strongemphasis, commands, and marks the comipletion of

a sentence.
" There is a rWver in the ocèan,"-or rivér, if notemphasized.

Thou shalt not stèal."
"Sáy, grandmammá," says the pretty élf," tell mea çtdry/, about yourself.'
"An educated màn/ stánds, as it were, in themidst of a boundless arsenal and magazine, filledwith all the weapons and engines which man'sskill/ bas been able to devise, from the earliest

time.»"
This last quotation presents an example of com-pleteness in the middle of the passage. The senseis flnished on " magazine," and the remainder is not50 much explanatory as it is complemnentary,

strengthening the force of the figure. The empha-
sis comes on " arsenal" and " magazine " and theremainder is almost parenthetical in use and char-acter. Hence, a rising inflection on " magazine,"
would weaken the force of the figure It alsopresents an example of multitudes of expressions inspeech and lterature, where varied shades ofthought and feeling are incessantly following eachother, whose inflections, when naturally produced,are in no wise contradictory to general principles
and thoughts, but which take their forms from thespecial conception of the speaker or reader. Theviolation of a rule would be heard in giving a fallingmnflection to man, as that would distinguish,unneces-
sarily, the sex.

VI. Questions which cannot be answered by"yes " or "no," take the falling inflection, this isthe simplest form of the rule and does not require
any grammatical knowledge from the pupil. Therule is somtimes given in this form :-

Questions asked with an interrogative pronoun

or adverb, as wha, wzhi'ch, w/zat, w//en and w//enietc., take the falling inflection , as,
Who is that mAn ?"

" When do you depàrt ?" etc.
E.ce/,tions.-Vaiieties ofinflections which do nc

violate principles nor weaken or destroy the con
nection of the thoughts of a passage are practisei
by the best rest readers ;and, as ageneral rulewhen strong emphasis is demanded, the emphatiword always takes the falling inflection.

The following stanzas from the poem, " Grand
mamma," in the Second Reader, illustrate most o
these rules.

Say, grandmammá," says the pretty élf,Tell me a stôry, about yoursèlf.
When you were little, what did yôu play ?Were you gôod or naughty the whole long day ?Was it hundreds and hundreds of yéars agô ?And what makes your soft hair as white as snòw ?

Did yòu have a mammá/ to hug and kiss,And a dôlly, like this, and this, and this ?
Did you have a pussy, like my little Káte ?
Did you go to béd/ when the clock struck éight ?
Did you have-long cúrls, and beads like nitne ?
And a new silk aprón, with ribbons fine ?

Grandmamma smìled/ at the little miaid,
And laying aside her knittíng-she sáid
" Go to my dèsk,-a red bòx/ you'll sée,Carefúlly lift it/ and bring it to mè."
So Mày put her dollies away, and ran,
Sáying, " I'Il be as careful as ever I càn."

The inflections only and emphasis are indi-
cated in this selection. In verses 7, 8, 9, a similarseries of questions is put, and although the expres-
sion must be in full harmony with the delightedfeeling of the child, the " rules " must be observed.It is not recommended that al or any ofthese
rules should be committed to menory. The great
end to be aimed at is to train the youngest pupils
to natural habits of reading. of inflections and tonesof voice and enphasis. By suggesting other forns
of speaking, questioning and answering similar tothose presented in the printed lesson, the habit ofreadng with just expression will follow as certain
as the right pronunciation of a word. The teacher
cannot be too strongly impressed with the fact thathowever correct the pronunciation of words maybe, if the various modulations are neglected, thelearner will never with just expression.

The Pitch of the reading voice has also its
methods, and, therefore, its rules ; and, as its action
from low to high and the reverse, demands methods
of practice and bas the saine ends in view, the cul-
ture of ear and voice, so indispensable to just
expression, that culture should accompany the exer-
cises and studies for inflection. The divisions ofpitch in their simplest forins are fully within the
capacity of childhood. Three degrees of pitch,
low, middle and high, are within the compass of the
youngest pupils, and as easy for practice as singing.
The practice, however, in this department, should bevaried, and extend over the compass of an entire
octave. This vocal practice refers entirelyto the speaking voice and must not in anysense partake of the singing voice. " If there is any
doubt as to when it is best to begin the training ofthe singing there can be none, I imagine, as to com-
mencing the education of the speaking voice. Itcan hardly be begun too soon ; in this way faults of
production and articulation can be presented, or,
as it were, strangled in the cradle, which in after
life can only be got rid of with infinite trouble and
vexation of spirit." * The variations of pitcb areas frequent and as necessary to the expression of
thought and feeling in speaking and reading as are
the variations of inflection. Yet, it may safely be
stated that the variations of the former receive nomore attention in school reading than of the latter.
The only rule the writer bas ever seen or heard
enforced bas been the order to "read louder."
Hence the universal "monotone" which marks the
public delivery of the platform and the pulpit.

Every lesson, even in the First Reader, presents
practice for this culture. In the earlier lessons the
learners cannot be expected to apply principles and
rules. Imitation will then be the best guide. Butas was suggested in the former article on this sub-lect, young pupils can be practised to read inconcert and singly with sentences in the different
itches of an octave. As they advance, these

acquired powers of ear and voice can be applied to
ippropriate passages. Thus the poem of "The
M".The Hygiene of the Vocal Organ,' by Sir Morell MacKeiizie,r!. D.

Baby " in the Second Reader, would have for its
pitch notes varying fron Re to Fa or Sol. The
"Mill" in the same Reader may be read on a
higher pitcli and with fuller force ; while the poemnt of 'Grandmamma" would, according to the char-
acter of the speaker, descend to a lower pitch and

d more effusive force, when Grandmamma speaks,

and ascend to a higher pitch and fuller expulsive

c force, especially i the seventh verse, when little

May sees the beautiful child with throat like snow."
-Again this variety of pitch and force is especiallyf demanded in reading Hubert and Arthu, to illus-

trate the stern tones of Hubert, and the child-
like tones of Arthur. The terror of Arthur,
utterd in the words, " Oh! save me Hubert,
save me," rises to a pitch far higher than the middle
tones, yet does not pass into a scream. Is it proba-
ble that the mere knowledge of the meaning f that
heart-rendering appeal for sight and life could be
conceived and expressed by a school pupil without
imitation ? Of course rules would be of little advan-
tage in such examples of emotion. The utterance
of such passages demands the best study of the
teacher,.to be presented for imitation to the class.
But the expression of powerful emotions cannot,
under any circumstances, be expected from classes
of a Public or a High school without imitation.

But the steps towards the mastering of such
expressions are methodical, are guided and gov-erned by rules, and cannot fail to be attended with
success, when applied with the attention and perse-
verance with which the rules of Mathematics or
Language or any science or art, are now applied.

Further examples in this direction will appear in
the next article on this subject. In the meantime,
the writer adds to his high appreciation of rules that
knowledge which is now common in the higherclasses of the Public schools, the knowledge of the
grammatical structure and the analysis of sentences.
The pupil who is familiar with the parts of speechand the varicus members and classes of sentences
is in the best condition to analyse the thoughts and

enotions of a passage and to give just expression
to their delivery.

O14

FoURTH Reader, P. 71.
(a) Expand the metaphor in "Slumber's Chain."

(b) Page 92. Show to what the expression " a'
that" refers wherever it occurs in this poem.

(c) The Pith o' sense, and Pride o' worth."
Express so as to bring out the full meaning of pith
and pride.

(d) Justify the singular uses of the verb in the
following :-Page 170. " There was racing and
chasing on Cannobie Lee." Page 241. "Ah i
then and there was hurrying to and fro."

(e) "I feel like one who treads.. . ." Parse
like."

(f) Page 242. Please analyse, " But with the
breath ... years."

(g) Of what is bird-lime composed ?
(h) Where can I get a text-book describing the

process of manufacturing electric light ?
(i) Who are the publishers of Col. Sir William

Napier's History of the Peninsular War ?
[(a) Expanding metaphors is not much in our

line, as we have not great faith in the process as a
iterary exercise. " Slumber's chain ' is a poetical

expression likening the effect of sleep in repressingthe activities of the mind, or at least of its sense
organs, to the effect of fetters in preventing theaction of the bodily powers. (b) We haven't
space to go through the poem in that way. Thereference is usually to the preceding clause or
clauses, and suggests other things of the same kind
or class. (c) The manly energy that comes from
strong common sense, and the honest pride that is
based on worth. (d) When the verb precedes a
number of nouns to which it belongs it often and
correctly enough agrees with the one which is
nearest it. It may be regarded as a species of
grammatical attraction. (e) A coniunctive adverb
modifying " feel," and connecting i't with " feels,"
understood. " I feel like one.. .. feels." (f) Thesentence is somewhat obscure, but if, as we think,
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/11 (so fi/l the, etc.) is intransitive, the analysis
would be : Sub., mountaineers ; Pred., fill (i.e.,become filled) ; Modzýers of Pred., with the breath
(tinie), or, possibiy, means, (through tbe influence

;f) so (manner); with the fierce, etc. (mater-
aI); Which, of course, introduces a subordinate
sentence modifying daring, but it presents no diffi-culty. (g) The inner bark of the holly tree, and
other substances, such as oil or grease. (h) Any
good modern treatise on electricity will give the
information. (i) Perhaps some reader can answer.]

P S4A8E give a rule for the use of the " dash."
or explain its use in Fourth Reader, page 248,

bottom stanzas, " In all time.. . throne of the Invis-
ible", or page 269, bottom of page, " The swimmer

demôn of the water."-W. A.
t [The dash is a much-abused mark of punctua-
tion. It properly denotes a break or change in the
Construction, or a sudden and unexpected transi-
tion or turn in the sentiment, but seems to be
often used where the writer does not know just
What other mark to use. In the second of the two
Passages to which you refer, and perhaps in the
flrst, the semicolon would have been sufficient andapparently more proper. The transitions of
thought may, perhaps, justify it in the first case.]

[THE following answer to question (h) in X,Y,Z's,series of questions in the English Department oflast issue was accidentally omitted. The question
as concerning the meaning of Addison's phrase,
jargon of enthusiasm," in Essay 458. Addisonuses "enthusiasm " in a bad sense, as nearly equi-valent to fanaticism. That which he stigmatizes

as jargon of enthusiasm " was the Puritan habitof Using Scripture language and introducing reli-
glous phrases on every occasion.]

I. OUR Temperance text-book tells us that the.
drinking of alcoholic liquors (by causing a rush of
blood to the surface of the body) produces a sensa-
tion"of heat without the aplication of heat. Are
the following parallel examples ? If not, why ?

(a) Slapping the hand quickly with a rubber
strap till it feels warm. (b) Throwing the arms
rapidly around the body, as teamsters do to ' warm

IL. H. S. Book-keeping, page 76 Please jour-
flalize:

(a) Bought of H. H. Bunting on my acceptance
at ten days' goods amounting to $200. (Dec. 3rd.)

(b) Renewed my acceptance due this day favor
of H. H. Bunting ; gave a new note at 2 mos. to
Cover face of acceptance and int. on same at 8
l. N. S.

[I. The examples (a), (b), (c) are not instances ofthe kind ntended by the text-book. A parallel
nase is this :-Close the eyelids in a dark room anditnsert.the end of the finger between the bridge of
the nose and the eyeball. A slight pressure of thefluger produces the sensation of light in the form of
d luminous ring. In a similar way alcohol pro-
ituces the illusive sensation of heat, while in reality
t lowers the temperature of the body. Brandy

dloes not prevent death by freezing, but really bas-tens death ; while the drinker seems to feelWarmer. it is a case of deceptive sensation. The
cases mentioned really increase the temperature,
ut alcohol does not.

I. (a) Mdse. Dr ... .... .200.00
To Bills Pay ........zoo.oo

(b) Sundries Dr. to Bills Pay.
Bills Pay.
Interest (on $200 for 2 mos. @ 8%)]

IqFORMATION bas been asked about the Hone
Knowledge Association two or three times in the
JOURNAL, but no person seemed able or willing to
arwsier. I have been a member for ten months,
awd would advise my fellow-teachers to leave itatone. I can buy my books and supplies just as
Cbeap elsewhere and keep my $12.50 in My pocket.
rahe name " Home Knowledge" is very appro-riate-R. C.

(r) IN the sentence, " James came home last
night," should the word night be parsed as a noun
or an adverb? If as a noun, after what preposi-
tion ?

(2) Fourth Reader, page'113. "A noisy crowd
had"rolled together like a summer cloud." Parse
like. In what sense can like be used as an
adverb ?

(3) Why is the sun nearer to us in the winter
than in the summer ?--W.E.L.

[(f) Night is a noun, in the objective case,
denoting a portion of time within which the event
occurred. (Adverbial objective. See P. S. Gram-
mar, pp. 168-9.) (2) There is some ambiguity in
the clause. Does it mean the crowd rolled
together (in the same manner as) a summer cloud
(is rolled together?) Then like is an adverb of
manner. This suggests the answer to the second
part of your question. If the meaning is the
crowd came together until it was like a summer
cloud (in appearance), then like is an adjective
modifying crowd. The first is probably the correct
meaning and construction. 3. This is a question
in astronomy, or mathematical geography, which
we have not space to answer in full. The imme-
diate reason is, of course, that the earth's orbit is
not a circle but an ellipse. But what you wish to
know is probably why the heat is not in propor-
tion to the distance. This is in consequence ofthe
inclination of the earth's axis to the plane of its
orbit, but this can hardly be made clear vithout
illustrations. Read up in some good geography or
encyclopædia.]

IN a late issue of the JOURNAL you give Bow-
manville as the capital of Durham county. I
think this is wrong. Cobourg is the county town
of Durham and Northumberland.- T.F.S.

[Our correspondent is right. We were misin-
formed.]

"THEIR varying tints unite,
And form in leaven's light

One arch of peace."

These lines are found at end of the lesson,
l'Canada and United States," Fourth Reader.
Please state the author of them.-" Dominie."

[We do not know. Perhaps some reader can
tell us.]

SECOND Reader, Lesson XXIII., " The Harper."
(a) Was the Irish lad " poor, forsaken and

blind " ?
(b) " To my sweet native village." Name the

village.-SUBSCRIBER.

[(a) Pat was no longer a lad. He and his dog
had grown " weary and old." (b) The village on
"the green banks of the Shannon." It is not
likely that the poet had in view any particular vil-
lage.]

WERE Notes on Entrance Literature published
on following lessons :-"The Ocean," Byron, and
" Canada and the United States," Howe ?-
TEACHER.

[These seem to have been inadvertently omit-
ted.]

WILL you kindly (a) give me the names and
addresses of two or three of the best wholesale
chemists and druggists in Toronto, and also (b)
inform me to whom 1 must write for information
concerning the next Civil Service Examination ?-
SUBSCRIBER.

[(a) Lyman & Co., Elliott & Co., Evans, Sons &,
Mason, Front Street. (b) Apply to Secretary of
the Board of Civil Service Examiners, Ottawa.]

WILL you please state in next issue of JOURNAL
which Drawing Book is required for next Entrance
Examinations ?-SUBSCRIBER.

[As no change is specified, the requirement is, no
doubt, the same as at the last (December) Exani-

nation, viz.: " Drawing Book No. 5, of the Draw-
ing Course for Public Schools. Pupils ma present
their school w ork in Drawing in any blank exercise
book, so long as it covers the prescribed course,
and no discrimination will be made in favor of
work contained in the authorized Drawing Book."]

I00o otiee,, gtc.
THE Copp Clark Co. (Llmited) have been

appointed agents in Canada for the Isaac Pitman
& Sons shorthand books. These phonographic
publications have of recent years commanded a
constantly increasing sale, and the Copp Clark Co.
have donc well in securing the trade sale for these
books in Canada. They are just preparing a full
list.

Promissory Notes, Drafts and Cheques. What a
Business Man Should Know Concerning
Thein. By J. W. Johnson, F.C.A. Pub-
lished by Ontario Business College, Belleville.
Third edition.

This useful little work was first published two
years ago, as a series of articles in the EDU-
CATIONAL JOURNAL. The fact that a third edi-
tion is now called for, and that the original pamph-
let bas grown from sixteen to thirty-four pages,
affords the best practical proof that the treatise
bas supplied a felt want and been found useful for
business men as well as for teachers.

THE Copp Clark Publishing Co. have just
issued another volume of the Henderson Classics.
This number contains Books I. and IL. of Cæcsar's
Bellum Gallicum, with notes, vocabulary and Maps
by J. Henderson, M.A. Mr. Henderson's books
have already attained a very wide circulation, not
only in Ontario schools, but throughout the other
Provinces, and this new volume will no doubt be
fully equal to the others in this particular. Mr.
Henderson is just about issuing, through the same
publishing bouse, a little volume of notes and aids
to Xenophon's Anabasis, Book Ill. Students
about to take up the Greek Texts will be glad to
find help forthcoming ftom the same pen that bas
so often cleared up for them difficulties in the
Latin Texts.
Pieston Papers. By Miss Preston's Assistant.

Publisher: William H. Briggs, Treas. Lawyers'
Co.Operative Publishing Co., Rochester, N.Y.

These papers are a treasury of excellent practi-
cal hints, suggestions, discussions and reasonings,
which we should like to see in the hands of every
teacher. The author informs us in a prefatory
note that " Miss Preston is no ideal teacher, but
one well known to both publishers and author as a
bonafide teacher who still lives, works and enjoys
her work. with a zest unknown to mere 'machine'
teachers. The experiences are real and possibly
not unusual and are offered to the pedagogical
fraternity with the hope that they may be suggest-
ive of a ' Beyond' in the work."
Two Great Teachers. Johnson's Memoir of Roger

Ascham ; and Selections from Stanley's Life
and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold, of
Rugby. With Introductions by James H.
Carlisle, President of Wofford College, Spar-
tanburg, S.C. Syracuse, New York : C. W.
Bardeen, Publisher, 189o.

The title of this volume is its best recommenda-
tion. The two standard biographies of the two
famous teachers, far apart though they were in
time and in character and ideas, wvill always be
of great interest and value to teachers. They are
here presented side by side in one neat and con-
venient volume, each prefaced with a well-written
and useful introductory essay.

THE teacher will feel the need of looking upward
as he goes onward. No teacher of any eminence
in this world but bas dealt with the deepest truths.
In fact, the great teachers have been mystics-
seekers for transcendent truth ; they have all been
moralists, too-enforcers of duty. The best teacher
is not the one who can get his pupils through the
arithmetic, but theone wbo can get bis pupils to
feel they must rise to their high water mark, or as it
is put in homely words, "make something of them-
selves." The teacher who looks upward has a reason
for it ; he, too, needs teaching ; he can get it from
his Creator.-N. Y. School Journal,
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All communications intended for this department
should be sent before the 2oth of each month to C.Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

PROBLEMS.
WE invite all our readers to send the neatest

and clearest solutions they can find to the following
problems on or before Sept. ioth, in time for the
issue of Oct. Ist, in which they will be duly acknow-
ledged :

Alpha.-A man and a boy work on alternate
days at a piece of work which the boy could do in
thirteen days. If the boy begins first the work will
be done half a day later than it would be were the
man to take the first day. How long would both
together require to do the work ?

Beta.--In a given time B and C together can do
three times as nuch work as A ; A and C three
times as much as B. Show that C alone can com-
plete any given piece of work in a whole nunber
of days only when all three working together can
do it in a number of days that is some multiple
of 5.

Gamma.-The hour, the minute and the second
hand of a watch all revolve on the same centre.
It is now half-past four. Find (i) the number of
seconds that must elapse before the minute band is
first twice as far from the second hand as it is from
the hour hand ; and (2) the number of seconds
before the minute hand is midway between the
other two hands.

Delta.-A town borrows $io,ooo to build a
school-house. The interest is 3 '% semi-annually,
and the whole anount is payable ten years from
the issue of the coupons. What is the amount
that must be set aside each year to cancel princi-
pal and interest by means of a sinking fund
within the required period ?

Epsilon.-To a given circle draw a tangent,
from the point of contact draw a perp. on any
diameter, also draw perp.'s from the centre andfrom the ends of the diameter to the tangent.
Show that these four perp.'s are proportionals.

Zeta.-Show that any perfect cube less than a
million may have its cube root determined by
inspection.

Eta.- Find the sum of n ternis of the series
i I I

I-4 4-9 9-16 n(n + i) ,and the

sum to infinity.

Theta.-ABCD is a quadrilateral ; BC and AD
produced meet in F ; AB and DC produced meet
in E. Join EF and take R the mid-point of EF,Q of BD, and P of AC ; P, Q, R lie in the same
straight hne.

Io/a.-Rosolve into factors
(a" +b" +ca")xyz +(xa +y" +z")abc + 3abcxyz
+ (a2b + b2c + c2a) (x2y + y2z + z2x) +

(a4 c + cb +b2a)(x-z +z2y+y2x).
Kaffa -Show how to produce a given straight

line so that the rectangle contained by the whole
lne and the produced part may be equal to the
square on the part produced.

Lambda.-Find the factors x(y -z)" +y(z- x)5+z
(x - y)".

Mu.-If /a + /b + c = zIa+ /b- /c

/c+ /a - /b-= , and /b +/c ,/a
prove the following identity :-
(y+z - x+u)(z + x - y + u)(x + y - z + u)

(x+y+z -u)
=(b+c-a)(c+a -b)(a+b -c) 8abc.

PROBLEMS, WITH SOLUTIONS BY THE
EDITOR.

IN the June issue, Mr. Dickson gave four differ-
ent forms of thefactors of a'+b 3 +c -3abc. The
fourth was demonstrated in the February number,
the third in the June number and the second is
easily obtained from the first. This Column bas
supplied numerous examples of the application of

these forms to difficult questions in factoring, and
also of special artifices of substitution. See April,
1887, July and December, 1888, and the numbers
for this year. We now add a few more examples
to complete the series that has had to struggle
through piecemeal fer want of space. We
commend the whole collection to the consideration
of our algebraical readers.

No. 45. Sum

a,, b4

(a - b)(a - c)(a -d) b a)(b c)(b d) + 2
similar fractions.

SOLUTION. -Restore symmetry by changing thefactors of the denominators to the forms a - b, b - c,
c - a, a - d, b - d, c - d. This will make the sign
before cach fraction minus.

Let bc a &c. = S and clear of
fractions,

-a2(b -c)(b -d)(c -d)-b-(c- aXa -d)(c -d)
-&c=S(a-b)(b -c). .. .(c - d).

Now factor the left band by putting a - b=o, &c.,
and K=numerical factor.

Exp'n =K(a -b)....(c -d). Put a=o, b =,
C=2, d=3, and we get

o-(I)(2)(--3)( - 1)-4(- 1)(-3)(--2)-9(- I)(-- I)
(2),

oro -6+24- i8=o=K(a -b)... .(c -d), .*. K=o,
.. So.

a'
1

No. 46. Sum (a- -- d) + 3 similar
fractions.

SOLUTION.-Restore the symmetry, and thus
place a minus sign before each fraction.

Then S(a - b)(b - c (c - d)(b - d)(a - d) (c - d)
a(b - c)b d)(c - d)- b1 (c - a)(a - d)(c - d) - c

K(a - b) ... .(c -d). To findKputa=i,b2,
c 3, d o, and we get

12K I( - 1)(2)(3) -8(2)(I)(3)- 27( - 0(0)(2) - o
6 - 48 + 54-o = 12

K i and therefore S= i.
a4

No. 47. Sum -+ three simi-
lar fractions.

SOLUTION.-As before,
S(a - b). . . (c-d)= -a 4 (b -c)(b- d)(c -d)- b 4

(c - a) (a - d) (c - d)- c4 (a - b) (b - d) (a - d) - d 4

(a - b) b - c)(c - a)
= K(a - b)(b - c). ... (c -d)(a+b+c + d), since

the expression is of 7 dimensions and a+b+c+d
is the only symmetrical factor of one dimension.

Find K by putting a-, b=2, c=3, d=o.
N.B.-In choosing these numbers we have to take
care to see that the values assigned do not make
any of the factors a - b, b - c, &c =o, otherwise K
would disappear and we should defeat the object
in view. Here we get 6-96+162=72K=72;

K= i ; and therefore S=a+b+c+d.

No.48.Sum a1 (a+b) (b+c)NO. 48. Sum a'(a - b) (a - c) + 2 similar frac-

tions.

SOLUTION -
2a(b +c)

Sum=a3 1 + (a-b)(a -c) } + b t + &c. S+c&

i +&c. -

a f+b C+2 a4(b + c)a-b)(a-c +2sm.fractions
=a 1 +b 1+c3+S, say.

To find S, proceed as in questions above.
S(a - b)(b - c)(c - a) -a 4 (b+ c)(b - c) - b 4(,)( )

-c4( ) ( )
a4 (b2 _ c2)- b 4 c2 - a 2

)- c 4(as -- b 2
)

Put a- b2 = o, &c., and the expression =
K(a* - b2)(b- - c 2 )(c 2 

_ a2)
Find K, by putting a i, b =2, c o, and we get
12K= -4+16 -o=12, or K= i.
Thus S(a -b)(b -c)(c -a)= (a -b)(b2 -c)

(c- - a2)
or S=(a+b)(b+c)(c+a), hence

the vhole sum= a3 + b3 + c+ 2(a + b)(b + c)(c + a).
No. 49 Simplify

(a 2 + 2bc) 3 + (b2 + 2ca)3 + (c2 + 2ab)3
3(a2 + 2bc)(b2 + 2ca)(c-+ 2ab).

SOLUTION. 
-lfx= a 2 +2bc, y=b2+2ca,z=c 4 +2ab,this becomes

x 3 +y"+z*'-3xyz, and using Form Il.--.(see last
issue)-we have

(x+y+z)[(x -y)2+(y- z)+(z -x) 4 ]. But x+y+z
=(a2+b2+c-+2ab+&c.)=(a+b+c)2, /wo fac-tors found.

And (x-y)
(a-+2bc - b2 - 2ca)2 -(a - b) (b - c) -(c - a) 2
.(y - Z), =( ( )c - a) - (a - b)
(z -x) (c a) (a - b) - (b - c)12

Fora-b write A ; forb -c, B, forc-awrite C,
and we get ýý (x -y)2+&c. ý

= A2(B - C) 2
+ B2(C - A) 2 

+ C2(A - B) 2
=2(A2B2+&c.) - 2ABC(A+ B+ C), but A +B+ C

. (x-y)2+&c. þ=A2 B2+B-C 2 +C2A2,
(AB+BC+CA)2,

since A+B+C=o;

S(a -b)(b -c)+(b- cXc -a)+(c-a)a -b) þ 2,which is the second factor of Form III.
.*. the whole expression=(a 3 +b 3 +c 1 - 3abc)2 .
No. 50. Find the factors of (ax+by+cz)3+

(bx + cy + az)3 + (cx + by + az) 3

- 3(ax+&c.)(bx+&c.)(cx+&c.)
SOLUTION.-The form is A 3 + B3+ C 3 -3ABC,

that is, form IL.

(A+B+C)!ý (A-B)2 +(B-C)2+(C-A)2 þ
Now A+B+C is easily seen to = (x+y+z)

(a+b+c); Iwo factors found.
AndA -B=-x(a- b+yb -c)+z(c -a)
=xR+yS+zM, say; where R= a -b, S=&c.,

and therefore
R+S+ M=o

. (A - B)2=x2R2 +y2S2+ M+2xyRS+2yzSM+2zxMR,

... (B - C)2=x2S2+y2M2+z-R2+&c., by sym-
metry.

(C - A)2 =xM 2 +y2RI + &c, by changing Rinto S, S into M, &c.

. . sum = (X- + y2 + z2) (R2 + S2 + M2) +
2 (xy+yz+& c)(RS+&c.)

But R2+S2+M2=2(a2+b2+c2 -ab-bc -ca),and
RS+SM+MR= -(a2 +b2+c 2 -ab - bc - ca)Hence the 2nd factor above
=(x+y2+z'-xy -&c.) (a+b2+c2 -ab -&c.)Ie other twofactors of the given expression.
No. 51. Simplify (x2 + 2yz)

3 
+ (y2 + 2zx)3 

+
(z4 +2xy)-3(x2+2yz)(y2+2zx)(z 2 +2xy).

SOLUTION.-This is the same as question No.
49. We will this time apply Form IV., viz.,
(a+b+c)(a+wb+w 2cXa+w 4 b+wc),where we now
require to substitute x 2 +2yz for a, y2+2xz for b,&c. Hence we have a+b+c=(x+y+z)2, asbefore.

2nd factor = (x 2 + 2yz) + w (y2 + 2xz) + w 2

(z*+2xy) -

=x 2 +wy 4 +w2 z4 +2yZ+2Wzx+2w2xy
=(x+w2y+wz), as is easily seen.

Similarly by symmetry,
3rd factor-(x+wy+w2z)2 ; and product of 2nd

and 3rd factors (see Forms IV. and I.)
= (x2+y2+z2 - xy - &c.)2 ; . expression

(x +y:3 +z3 - 3xyz)2, as before.

No. 52. Resolve into factors the expression,
(na - b - c) 3 +(nb - c - a): + (nc - a - b)3 

-
3 (na - &c.)(nb - &c.)(nc - &c.)

SOLUTION.-Using Form IV., the ist factor
sum of brackets=(n - 2)(a+ b+c).

2nd factor=(na - b- c) + w (nb - c - a) + w2

(nc - a - b)

= a (n - w - w 2) + b + nw - w 2) + c(i - w+nw2)
=a(n+1)+b(n+î)w+c(n+i)w2, if we apply1+w+w-=o
=n+i)(a+bw+cw2). By symmetry we get
3rd factor=(n+i)(a+bw2+cw); .*. by Forni

IV, the whole quantity together becomes
(n + 1)2(n+2)(a+ b+cXa2+b2+c2 - ab - bc - ca)

No. 53. Factor (by+az)3+(bz+ax)3 +(bx+ay)3

3(by + az)(bz + ax)(bx + ay)
SOLUTION.-Apply Form IV, and ist factor is

the sum of the brackets, or ist factor =(a+b)
(x+y+z).

2nd factor=(by+az)+w(bz+ax)+w 2(bx+ay)
=a(z+wx+w2y)+b(y+wz+w2x). Similarly
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3rd factor a(z+w-x+wy)+ b (y + w2z + wx).Now the product of the 2nd factor X 3rd factor isa2(x2 +Y+ z-xy -&c.)+b12(x2+ y 2 +z 2 -xy- &c)+ wab(x2+y2+&c.)+ w*ab(X2+y2 +Z2 xy -&c.
(x

2
+y2+&c.) a 2-+b2+ab(w+w 2

)
(x2+y2+z2 -xy -&c.)(a 2 -ab+b 2 ); thus the

four factors of the expressions are
(a + b) (a' - ab + b 2 ) (x + y +z)

(x 2 +y 2 + Z2 -xy - yz - zx),
Which of course may be written

(a, + b 3)(x3 + y3 +z - 3xyz).
No. 5. 1 f i +w+ w o, show that the cube of
(b- c)x-a)+ w(c- aXx-b)+ w2 (a--b)(x - c) +the cube of
(b-c)(x-a)+w2(c-a)(x--b)+w(a-b)(x-c) isequal to
27(b-c)(c-a)(a-b)(x-a)(x-b)(x-c).

SOLUTION. If 1 +w+w= o, we see that w andW2are the two imaginary cube roots of unity (see last
article in February issue), and therefore w= i and
w+ws= -- i. Now write A for (b -c)(x -a) ; B
for (c- a)(x - b) ; C for (a - b)(x - c), and it is easily
shown that A+B+C o, or A (B+C).* We
have, then to prove that (A+wB+ w C)3 +
(A+ B wC) 3 =27ABC. We factor the sinister
rnember of the equation and reduce thus : The sum
of the two cubes is divisible by the sum of the twoquantities, i.e., 2A + B(w + w2

) + C(w 2 + w), or 2A-
B-C, which is equal to 3A, since A+B+C=o.
The quotient is of the form x 2 -xy+y , i.e.,

(A+wB+ w2 C) 2

+ (A+w 2B+wC)2

- (A+wB+w 2 C)(A+w2B+wC)
A 2

+w2B 2
+wC'+2wAB+2w AC+2BC

A 2 +wB2+w 2 C2 +2w 2AB +2wAC+2BC
- A- - B 2 - C2 - AB - AC - BC,
Quotient=A -2B 2 -2C 2 -AB AC+5BC

ýA(A-B-C -2(B+C, 2 
-9BC=2A 2 

- 2A 2 
+

9BC =9BC.

.'.sinistermember=3Ax9BC=27ABC. Q.E.D.
N.B. In expanding the quotient write down the

second line by changing w into w2 and 'ice versa
and write down the third line from Form IV. (SeeJune issue.)

No. 55. By Prof. Godefroy. If x+y+z=o

then + ( + y ¯z+z¯ xz¯y
-9.

SOLUTION by the Editor.

First factor reduces to (x - y)(y - z)(z - x)xyz

Second factor = x(z - x)(x - y)+ y(y - z)(x - y) +z
(y - z)(Z - x)

divided by (x y)(y -- z)(z - x). Hence the
Ivhole product is really

. x(z - x)xX -Y) +y(y-z)(x--y)+z(y-z)(z--x)
Sxyz

- xI(y+z)+y2(z+x)+&c.-3xyz-x
3

-y
3

-zý ý
xyz

. --- y-3- za--3xyz -x3 - v 3 
- z

3 þ÷xyz
since y+z = - X, &c.

.i - 3x - 3xyz 3xyz - 3xyz x ÷ yz, since
Y +y 3+z= 3xyz
- 9.

No 56. By Prof. Svéchnikoff. Solve the equa-
tions

x+y+z=a; x 3
+y 3

+z =a 3
; x 2

+y 2
+z-=a 2

+2h2.

SOLUTION by the Editor.-

(X±y+z)3 xî+y 3 +z3+3(x+y)(y+z)(z + x)a
3 y3 +,3

3(x+yXy+z)'z+x)=, .*. x+y=o; .. za

2bx
2

+y=2b2. But x2+y2+2xy 2xy

X-Y)2 =4b2 ; x-y=±2b; x=±b, y-T b,z=a.
No 57. By Prof. Orchard. Solve as a quad-ratic the equation

X" +(x2-x) 4 
+(x 2

-2x)4 +(x 2
-- 3x + 2)4+9(x--i)4

+7(x-2) 4 +16x4+63=0.
SOLUTION by the Editor.-
2nd term =x 4 (x-1)4 ; 3rd =x 4

(x - z) 4 
; 4th

-) (X-2)4

Write y for x - i and z for x - 2, and we get

xI+x 4
y

4
+x 4z'+y4

z'+9Y4 +7z 4 +6x4+63 =0

or (x
4 

+y
4 +7XX 4 + zt +9) =o. Thus we have

two biquadratics

x
4
+(x-1)4+7=o, and x 4 

+(z-2)4+9=o. The
former becomes

(x*-x+1)2= - 3, whence x
1

i ±[--3T4 s/ 3V -, &c., &c.

Ecesi0oný jV\eeings.

NORTHUMBERLAND TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION.

(-Fro»t the Brig-hton Ensign.)

THE County Teachers' Association beld its
annual meeting at Colborne on Thursday and Fri-
day of last week. Over one hundred teachers
were present, but many from the north of the
county were missed. The first paper on the pro-
gramme was that of Dr. Tilley, Inspector for Dur-
ham, and was on ' Strong Points in Teaching."
He dealt with the surroundings, the teacher's work
-government and education-the child's road to
success by attention, self-activity and criticism,
and the teacher's road to success by securing
attention, training the pupils to criticize, and
encouraging them to overcome difficulties. He
ended with these valuable hints: i. Keep your
pupils constantly and pleasantly employed. 2.
Never give them work to keep them busy, but keep
them busy to do work. 3. Aim at perfection, but
never wait for it, go on and review 4. Guard
them against the too common habit of " working
for nothing." Mr. E. Scarlett, Inspector for North-
umberland, read a short paper setting forth some
of the common defects in primary teaching, which
was discussed by Messrs. Barber, Black, Tilley and
Wilson. In the absence of the person who was to
give a paper on " Reading," a short discussion on
that important subject was led by Mr. Barber, who
dwelt on the necessity of word recognition and
naturalness. Complaint was made that the read-
ing ofthe Fourth Class was too much conflned to
the lessons set for literature, and that the Depart-
ment put a premium on this narrow reading by
prescribing parts of those lessons to be read by
candidates at the Entrance Examination. Mr. 1.
Houston, Head Master of Brighton High school,
then read a paper on the Non-professional Exami-
nations, tracing briefly ihe history of the changes
in teachers' qualifications from the time previous
to 1816, when there were no Public schools, down
to the present time, which is characterized by a
tolerably complete differentiation of professional
and non-professional work. He closed by recom-
mending several important changes to simplifyand
make more uniform the non-professional courses,
in such a way as to save the time of pupils and
teachers in the High schools, and in some cases
avoid the necessity of a third teacher. The sub-
ject was fully discussed.

The first paper read on Friday was that of Mr.
Delamatter, Head Master of Colborne High
school, on English Literature. He held that
examinations were an imperfect test of the pupil's
power to feel the beauty and appreciate the
thought of literary productions-that power which
should be a source of recreation and genuine plea-
sure through life, and a hindrance to vicious
indulgence, especially in the yellow-covered and
dime -literature of to-day. Mr. John Kelly's paper
on "The Public School Programme," complained
of the burthen of work placed upon the teacher--
eighteen classes having to be taught in the day.
He thought Agriculture, Drawing and Temperance
should be omitted. The discussion that followed
showed that some difference existed as to Agricul-
ture and Temperance, but no one sided with the
view that Drawing should be dropped. The next
paper was read by the President, Mr. S. E. Dixon,
who introduced a discussion on " Time Tables."
He showed what a loss of time and energy
resulted from the absence of a well-arranged time
table, especially with the present multiplicity of
subjects. Mr. Dixon gave an example from his
own time-table, and the Association voted that it
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should be printed and copies sent to all the teach-
ers. The next paper on the programme was
" Random Shots at Flying Follies," by Mr. W.
Scarlett. The nature of the follies caught on the
wing by the erudite marksman is indicated bysuch expressions as, " We teach too much ai many
subjects," " Don't hurry a boy who is already mov-
ing and thinking, and whose motion and thought
are suited to the boy ; we are not all built alike,'
" Ask sensible questions," " Don't use Johnsonese,"
" Don't lecture." The volleys were accompanied
by pleasing coruscations of wit and humor, and
their reverberant echoes died peacefully away
amid the silvery ripple of the author's original and
inimitable verse. Dr. Tilley's address on " Junior
Work " closed the programme. In this he gave
many useful hints on dealing with the little folk
successfully from the first day of their school life
through the work required in the lowest classes.
He dwelt on the occupation of eye, ear and hand,
and gave some methods of practising addition.

What was undoubtedly a successful meeting was
then closed by .tendering votes of thanks to Dr.
Tilley and to the retiring President, who had con-
tributed so much to make the meeting pleasant
and profitable.

The officers for the ensuing year are : President,
J. Houston, M.A.; Vice-President, Miss M. Field .
Sec.-Treas., Mr. A. Barber; additional members
of Executive Committee, Messrs. Becker, Ellis,
B.A., Gould, E. Scarlett and Wilson.

SOUTH SIMCOE TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.

THE annual Convention of the South Simcoe
Teachers' Institute was held in Alliston, 29th and
30th ult.

It was decidedly the mnost successful Convention
ever held in this Inspectorate, that is, in the way of
good, honest, solid work.

The essays read were of a very superior order,
while the subjects handled were sufficiently varied
to make the whole proceedings very interesting.

The subject of " Teachers' Union " intro-
duced by the Secretary, on the strength of a circu-
lar received from the Secretary of the Carleton
Teachers' Association, was fully discussed, pio and
con, the teachers of South Simcoe resolving to
uphold the '.' Union," but not adopting all the stepstaken by the Carleton Association.

W. F. Moore, of Cookstown, read a paper criti-
cizing the Public School Arithmetic and History,
but it pleased the Association not to adopt his
criticisms in full by refusing to pass a motion
"that the teachers of South Simcoe recommend
the Minister of Education to take our present His-
tory off the list of authorized text-books, and sub-
stitute a better one."

Messrs. Hoath Batten and G. B. Wilson read
very interesting essays on Agriculture, Physical
Geography and Literature, respectively, which
were very much appreciated.

Miss Wanless, of Tuam, favored us by teaching
reading to a junior class, and J. P. Finn, of Tecum-
seth, exhibited his method of teaching music to
children.

Inspector Day, Ph B., of N. E. Simcoe, threw
out some exceedingly practical hints on teaching
primanry classes, which will be of lasting benefit to
all, but particularly to those who are young in the
profession.

The subject of " Uniform Promotion Examina-
tions " was then introduced by J. A. McPherson, of
Beeton, and, after some discussion, the teachers of
the Association recommended that these examina-
tions should be used throughout the Inspectorate.

The officers elect of the Institute are :--Presi
dent, Rev. Thos. McKee, Barrie; Vice-President,
Dr. Forrest, M.A., Bradford ; Sec.-Treas., G. M.
Robinson, Tottenham ; Executive Committee,
Messrs. Brown, Sutherland, Moore, Hoath and
McPherson, and Misses Wanless and Cunning-
ham. Delegates to the Ontario Teachers' Con-
vention, Rev. T. McKee and G. B. Wilson.

In the evening of the first day, Rev. D. D.
McLeod, of Barrie, gave a most excellent address
on the " Ideal School." This was a genuine intel-
lectual treat, and was well received.-G. M. RoB-
INSON, Secretary.

THERE is an art of reading, as well as an art of
thinking, and an art of writing.-Disraeli.
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THE KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM.

A CORRESPONDENT writes us as follows:I It bas been said that there are now no
kindergartens in Germany ; is that true ? If so
can you satisfactorily account for it ?"

This statement must be, we think, based on a
misconception. Though Germany is the land
of Froebel, and the birthplace of the kindergar-
ten, the system bas never been adopted by the
German Government, as it bas by that of Italy
and, to some extent, that of Belgium, Austria,
Hungary, Switzerland and other Continental
States. But in the larger cities of Germany
there have been, and to the best of our knowl-
edge, still are a good many private schools
founded on kindergarten principles. These are
mainly conducted by cultivated and philan-
thropic ladies, for the benefit of the poorer
classes. Among others is the Pestalozzi and
Froebel House, of which Frau Schrader is the
promoter and organizer, and which combines
with the kindergarten, industrial and cooking
schools and classes for kindergarten students.

There are, too, in Germany, or were within a
year or two, private kindergarten training schools,
which have been very useful and freely resorted
to by students fron other countries.

In regard to this subject we may add that,
while we believe the kindergarten principles to
be educationally sound, there is, in our opinion,
great danger of waste of time and energy in the
attempt to apply so-called kindergarten methods.
Judging from the kind of exercises we frequently
find given as models in some of our educational
exchanges, a vast amount of puerility and non
sense passes current in the names of Froebel
and his compeers. Take, for instance, the
interminable exercises in the handling of splints,
shoe pegs, etc., which are sometimes put forward
as models of the proper methods of giving to
children the conception of number-a concep-
tion which we venture to say is already tolerably
clear in the mind of every child of ordinary intelli-
gence, who has learned to count his fingers and
toes. The use of objects to aid the thinking of
the child at the outset is natural and philosophi-
cal, but to chain him down to the counting and
manipulation of blocks or pegs one moment
after he bas acquired the power of performing
the necessary mental operations without such
aid, is not only to clog his mental movements
and deprive him of the delight wbich is the
natural reward of success in the exercise of the
thinking powers, but tends to form and confirm
habits of mental indolence which may affect all
his future course. We have seen children per-
form mentally, in one or two minutes, by the aid
of a little judicious questioning and stimulus,
operations with numbers to which they would
have been led up by the methods in vogue in
some of the so-called kindergartens, only
through preliminary processes lasting over days
or even weeks. We believe the kindergarten
system is in great danger of being brought into
disrepute by the failures of incompetent teachers
to understand and apply its true principles and
methods.

SUMMER NORMAI, WORK.A S a rule, it is better for the teacher to give
up his summer vacation entirely to exer-

cise or recreation of a physical kind, rather than
to undertake during that too brief period any
systematic course either of intellectual culture or
of professional training. But in some way the
teacher who means to stick to his calling and
make his living by it must keep abreast of the
march of educational improvement, and as he
cannot without great sacrifice of time and money
attend the sessions of the regular Normal schools
it is fortunate for him that teachers' institute
work bas become a prominent feature of the
programme of summer resorts. The ordinary
annual institutes, which continue in session f, r
only two days each, are useful in their way, but
the time is too short to enable their members to
discuss many subjects, or to treat any of them
very thoroughly.

Under these circumstances it is matter for
congratulation that the management of the
Niagara Assembly-better known as the Cana-

dian Chautauqua-have undertaken a three
weeks' institute for the benefit of those teachers
who are interested in the discussion of methods.
The term " Chautauqua " may easily mislead
in this connection. It is usually associated in
the mind with the well-known and popular
course of reading presented for those who belong
to the literary and scientific circles organized
under Chautauqua auspices. But the Niagara
Assembly Teachers' Institute bas no connection
with this reading course, as a glance at its pro-
gramme will show. The Institute began its
existence last year in a modest way with a few
courses of instruct on. This year it includes no
less than nine, namely, physical training, kinder-
garten work, the teaching of English, Elocution,
Gesture, M athematics, History, Music and Draw-
ing. A very few more courses would make the
circle of Normal work fairly complete, the one
most urgently needed being Botany, the most
suitable of the sciences to be used as a means of
making teachers practically acquainted with
inductive reasoning and scientific methods, dur-
ing their sojourn at a summer resort.

It is needless to say that the names of the
members of the Institute staff are a guarantee
that the work done during the three weeks' ses-
sion will be of the most thorough kind. Miss
Louise Curry, who takes the kindergarten work,
is superintendent of the Toronto kindergartens,
and Major Thompson, who bas charge of the
physical exercise, including swimming, holds a
similar position in the Toronto public schools.
Prof, S. H. Clark, who will give a primary and
an advanced course in Elocution, bas won a igb
reputation as a reader and a teacher in this and
other Canadian cities, and Miss Laura Mc Gilli-
vray is a thorough expert in the Delsarte system
of gesture teaching. Mr. William Houston
will give, more fully than he bias ever before been
able to do, his somewhat revolutionary views on
the teaching of English. Mr. W. J. Robertson
will give a course on the teaching of Mathe-
matics, and Mr. Robertson and Mr. Houston
will take up together the related subjects of
history, politics and economics, with a view to
showing the use that may be profitably made of
them in Public schools.

Special interest attaches to the subjects of
music and drawing. For several years past the
Education Iepartment bas encouraged the
development of these subjects amongst teachers
by subsidizing, to a limited extent, summer
schools. A few such schools as those provided
by the Niagara Assembly would enable the
Department to regard the problem of securing
properly trained teachers as practically solved.
In music Mr. A. T. Cringan, the well-known
exponent of Curwen's system will give a primary
and an advanced course, using bot the tonic
sol fa and the staff notation. In drawing ample
provision will be made for teaching aIl three
courses, primary, advanced and mechanical.
The work will this year be under the charge of
two gentlemen who have had long experience in
teaching drawing in High schools, Art schools
and Mechanics' institutes. At the conclusion
of the Institute the Education Department will



hold examinations in Music and Drawing on the
grounds, and will grant the usual certificates and

pay the usual bonuses on the awards of the

Examiners.
It is interesting to observe that no special

fee is charged for any or all of these courses. We

do not profess to be able to sec how the manage-

ment can afford to take up Normal work in this

public spirited way, but teachers who feel dis-

posed to take any of the courses need not con-

cern themselves with this aspect of the matter.

We may add fo- their information that intending

students are expected to report themselves on

Saturday, the 1 9 th of July, in order that the

organization of the classes may be completed

and a time table arranged to begin work

on the following Monday. Any one who

wishes meanwhile to get a copy of the

programme can procure it by writing to W.

Houston, M.A., who is at once Secretary to the

Assembly and chief director of the institute.

The experiment should have a fair trial at t' e

hands of the teachers, now that this enterpris-
ing corporation have donc their part.

THE NEW EAST HURON INSPECTOR.1HE choice of a successor to the late Inspec-
tor Malloch, of East Huron, seems to have

given rise to considerable discussion of the

claims of rival candidates in the inspectorate.

As many as sevei candidates were, we learn, in

the field. The choice of the County Council,
as made by ballot, was Mr. D. Robb, of Clinton

Collegiate Institute. The Clinton NVew Era,

though it advocated the claims of another candi-

date, pays the following handsome tribute to

Mr. Robb:

" To the public of North Huron, indeed, Mr.

Robb bas been well and favorably known during

the past nine years. Recommended highly by

the masters of the Toronto Normal school, he

was appointed mathematical teacher of the Clin-

ton High school in 1881. Since that time he

bas pursued his studies quietly, and has gained

the standing of specialist as a teacher of Mathe-

matics, and also of the Natural Sciences in the

Provincial Collegiate Institutes. As a teacher

and disciplinarian his standing has always been

rated high by the High School Inspectors. In

the Public school work to which he is now

called, his training has been ample and varied.
For three years he taught in Amherst Island,
and for thirteen years in the Birmingham Public
school; he afterwards devoted an entire year at
the Normal school to the study of methods in
teaching. Mr. Robb holds a First Class Certifi.
cate as a graduate of the Military school at
Kingston, is holder of a Special Certificate in
Agriculture and Agricultural Chemistry, and is
legally qualified as a Public School Examiner.
As a teacher he has been noted for the direct-
ness of his instruction, the lucidity of his teach-
ing and for the kindly manner of his intercourse
with his pupils. During his term of office we
believe the schools under his charge will be dis-
tinguished by good schola·ship and good govern-
ment ; the teachers will. feel a stimulus from
associating with an enthusiast in education, and
the trustees will find in the new Inspector one
well read in the school law, and able to interpret
it in a rational way."

SUMMER SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

IN response to numerous requests from tcach-

ers who desire to study the Holt system of

teaching vocal music, Prof. Holt, of Boston, has

been engaged to conduct a class for teachers in

the Toronto Normal school building during the

first week of August next. Many of those who

attended the summer school of 1887 have again

applied for admission, and a large and enthusi-

astic gathering of teachers is expected. The

instruction will be entirely confined to school

music work from elementary to advanced grades.

The Minister of Education has requested Mr.

S. H. Preston to make all arrangements, and

teachers who wish to attend may obtain full

information from him.

,efle

" THE Baby a Prisoner of War," is the title of
the beautiful picture which makes the frontis-
piece of the July St. Nicholas, and also of the
illustrated story by Margaret Foster Owen which
follows it. Articles and instalments of articles
on " Cycling," " Bat, Ball and Diamond," " Six
Years in the Wilds of Central Africa," " How to
Sail a Boat," and " Hawks and their Uses";
instalments of the stories " Lady Jane," " Mar-

jorie and Her Papa," and "Crowded Out o'
Crofield;" bits of verse and short poems by
seven or cight writers, among them Harriet Pres-
cott Spofford, Margaret Johnson, Laura E. Rich-
ards, Julia C. R. Dorr, and other well known
and favorite contributors, with " Jack-in the-Pul-
pit," "The Letter Box," numerous pictures and
illustrations, make up an attractive number of
this always attractive magazine.

A NEW serial, called " Felicia," by Miss Fanny
Murfree, sister tp Charles Egbert Craddock,
opens the Atlantic for July. Miss Murfree's
pages are full of clever characterizations, and
there is an atmosphere about the story which
promises well for the future numbers. This,
with some chapters of Mrs. Deland s "Sidney,"
concludes the fiction of the number. James
Russell Lowell's lines " In a Volume of Sir
Thomas Browne," and some verses on Wendell
Phillips, represent the poetry, and there is also
some charming verse at the end of Dr. Holmes'
" Over the Teacups." Frank Gaylord Cook has
a sketch of Richard Henry Lee, and Professor
Shaler writes about "Science and the African
Problem." Mr. Albert Bushnell Hart's paper
on " The Status of Athletics in American Col-
leges " may be called, if one may use a much
abused phrase, " particularly timely."

THE American Institute of Instruction, the
oldest teachers' organization in existence, holds
its annual meeting for the present year July

7 th to ioth, at Saratoga Springs, N.Y. Engage-
ments for addresses have been made with Presi-
dent G. Stanley Hall, of Clark University," on
" A Plea for Studying European Systems of
Education"; Mr. John Tetlow, Principal of
Girls' High and Latin Schools, Boston, on
" School Instruction in Morals and Manners ";
Superintendent G. C. Fisher, of Weymouth, on
" Woman in Education "; Professor William
North Rice, of Wesleyan University, on " The
Place of Natural Science in the Educational
Course'"; Superintendent Edwin P. Seaver, of
Boston, on " The Preparation of Teachers";
President E. B. Andrews, of Brown University,
on " Patriotism and the Schools," and President
B. P. Raymond, of Vesleyan University.

OSCAR WILDE contributes the complete novel

to the July number of Lippincott's Magazine. It
is entitled "The Picture of Dorian Gray," and
it is a story that everybody will want to read.
Edward Heron-Allen, the well-known expert in
palmistry, has an article upon " The Cheiro-
mancy of To-Day," and Mrs. Bloomfield-Moore
contributes an important article on " Keeley's
Contributions to Science." To the second
instalment of " Round-Robin Talks " Col. Thos.
P. Ochiltree, Richard Malcolm Johnston, Moses
P. Handy, Thomas Nelson Page, Julian Haw-
thorne, Senator Squire and others contribute
Other articles which will attract attention are an
interesting biographical sketch of Senator John
J. Ingalls, and a paper upon " The l'owers of the
Air," by Prof. Felix L. Oswald. Mrs. Elizabeth
Stoddard contributes a striking poem, entitled
" A Unit," and Rose Hawthorne Lathrop has
some charming verses called " Wait but a Day."

PRESIDENT JORDAN, of the University of Indi-
ana, contributes to the July Popu/ar Science
Monthly an article on " Evolution and the )is
tribution of Animals," in which he shows what
bearing the fact of certain animals being found
or not found in certain localities has on the
origin of species. This number contains the
ninth of Dr. Andrew D. White's new chapters in
the " Warfare of Science." Its subject is " The
Antiquity of Man and Prehistoric Archæology,"
and it tells how step by step " thunder-stones "
or "heaven-axes " came to be recognized as flint
implements of human make, and how their dis-
covery together with bones of men and of extinct
animals in the drift established the very early
appearance of man upon the earth. In an
article on "The Musical Sense in Anima-s and
Men," August Weismann argues that " as man
possessed musical hearing organs before he
made music, those organs did not reach their
present high development through practice in
music."

THE july number of The Chautauquan con-
tains the first instalment of a new department
called " Woman's Council Table," in which will
appear, from month to month, articles on some
phase of woman's work and woman's home life.
Over fifty well known women writers have been
engaged to write for this department, which is
opened this month by a bright and cbatty article
on "What Women Should Wear," by Mary S.
Torrey ; Kate Carnes writes of " Homesteads
for Women," and tells how a woman may acquire
independence if not wealth by a few years of
intelligent industry ; Frances E. Willard describes
a visit to the Russian countess,.gypsy, scholar
and seer, Madame Blavatsky ; Olive Thorne
Miller tells of some " New Birds for the House ;"
"Summer Resort Acquaintances " is a helpful
and practical talk by Felicia Hillel ; " Dinners
and Dinner Giving," are discussed by Mrs.
Emma P. Ewing, a high authority on such mat-
ters, and Mrs. Hester M. Poole writes of " The
Growth of a Home." "The Woman's Council
Table " will doubtless add to the popularity of
The Chautauquan.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS IN GEOGRAPHY
1. WHAT two American cities are nearest to the

Canadian boundary ?
2. In what month and about what date are the

days the longest ?
3. What country of Europe is celebrated for its

silk production ?
4. Which continent bas the longest coast line,

compared with its area ?
5. What language is spoken in Brazil ? Peru ?

Australia ? Italy ? Scotland ? Holland ?
6. In what standard time belt is Texas?
7. In what countries, states or localities are the

following minerals found in greatest abundance
Coal, iron, gold, zinc, copper and silver ?

8. ýime three republics, three empires and three
kingdoms.-Educ. Gazette.

The; Educ:atiorial Jouirnial.
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THE LATE INSPECTOR GROVER.
THOMAs GROVER, B.A., Public Schooi Inspect

for Western Assiniboia, was born in Grafto
Ontario, fifty years ago. His grandfather as
U.E. Loyalist who settled at Grafton, and gave t
name to the village, baving lived in a town of thsame name i0 the United States. The suhjectthis sketch was taken by bis' parents to Wardsvil
in boyhood, wbere be attended the Public sco
subsequently being sent to the Granmar school ;Norwood, at which place he lived with his uncl1'. M. Grover, Esq., M.'. His uncle, John Grovewho resided at Colborne, was at that time Regi
trar for the County of Northumbberland Thomaattended Victoria University, Cobourgand TorontUniversity, graduating at the latter. He aIs
matriculated at Osgoode Hall, and for a short tinstudied law, but left the legal profession during thoil speculation excitement, after which he waappointed Examiner and Public School Inspectoin Ontario.

After serving for a few years in this profession
he entered into partnership wîtb bis brother an(for several years carried on a rnanufactnring estabIisliment in the State of Maine. In 1872 be vaimarried to Etta F. Brown, daughter of the RevWm. Browne, B.A., Methodist minister of Port
land, Maine, and Military Chaplain of the UnitecStates.

He removed his establishment to Toronto
engaged for a short time in real estate businessand in tbe spring Of 1882 caine to the North-WVest'locating near Regina. When the NorthWestTerritorial Board of Education was organized, hewas appointed one of the first Public School Inspec-tors for the Territories, baving assigned biîn thewestern half of the District of Assiniboia

For the past two years his health had not beengood, and a severe attack of La Grippe havingdeprived him of what strength he had, he finallypassed away on Sunday evening, May -5th at bis
residence, Regina.

He leaves a wife and two sons. The teachers ofbis Inspectorate have keenly felt their loss, andnumerous were the letters sent to the bereavedfamily by the members of the teaching profession.He was an excellent mathemnatical scholar and wellversed in the classics, subjects which he delightedin and mn which he did good service as Examinerfor the Board of Education. He stuidied faithfullythe latest Publications and numerous periodicalsrelating to the science and art of teaching. Onthis specialty he was fully abreast of the times.For the past three years he bad in contemplationthe preparation of a series of Public School Readers,specially adapted for the North-West schools. TheRev. Dr. McLean, Examiner andi member of theBoard of Education, preached a funeral sermon and
conducted the burial services.

His widow, a lady of eminent iterary attain-
ments, and an excellent writer of short stories for
the New York and Boston Press, has the syipatfy
of the entire community in ber bereavement h

RoBIN RUSTLER.

TEXT-BOOKS IN HISTORY.
To the Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-There bas lately been a good deal said inthe JOURNAL about the Ontario Public School His-tory of England and Canada. It is justly said tolack grasp and proportion, to be mn a style whichmakes it wearisome to "a grown person," and tobe in a language from which it bas to be translatedfor the pupils. Different correspondents have beencalling for the writing of a new text-book, apparently assuming that no text-book, already on the
market, ineets the required conditions. So far as
a Canadian History goes, this is no doubt tie case;
but there is an English History which, I think, is
as good as any we are likely to get written. Itis little known in Canada, beng nsed by only oneschool that I know of; and it is to be had 1 believe,
no where in the country except from the book roon
of that school-Trinity College School, Port Hope.The publishers are Messrs. Rivingtons, London,Eng.; it is called "A First History of England,"and is by Louise Creighton. Do not let the naine

l"CreigltonI lead your readers to confuse it with
the IlEpoch series, or its author wvitb theirs.It is written n thoroughly pure and good Eng-
lish, in an exceedingly attractive style - and, thoughthere is nothing "l childish " or affectedly " simple'about it, yet a pupil who does fairly well in theor Third Book will read it with so little difficulty thatn, he can enjoy it. In my present school there isn't

a a pupil in the Third Book who doesn't enjoy read-
e ing it. Apart from its style, I think it is an excel-

le lent history. It is very much like Green's. Thingsof are in about the saine proportion and are looked at
le in about the samie nvay.

ofI write this to, if possible, induce you, and those
it of yur readers who are interested in the teaching
e, of history, t become acquainted with this text
r, book. It is to be regretted that teachers should go

on harassed and imnpeded by having to use an
.S inferior text-book, while an excellent one is readyo to hand, and remains unknown I think that it
o might be wortbh vhile if you and some of the more
e prominent of those interested in history we:e to
e look up this text-book and let the teachers at larges know, should it be, in your and their opinion, whatr I think it is- a really good ' First History of Eng-land."

oThe IBook Room" of T.C.S. supplies books onli to the boys of that school, but as this bistory is- fot kept in stock anyihlere else, the manager wonlddoubtless forward copies on receipt of the price,. 90 cents. This is, of course, higher than it wouldbe, were it in at all general use. Yours, etc.,
ALAN LAKE.

*sc4 O1=IýorI Metýs*
GOOD SPELLING LESSON.

I AcE upon the board, or hang upon the wall, alarge picture, and have the children write as wonds,not in sentences :
The things they see.
The things they think about because of whatthey see.
The action words suggested by the picture.
The pronouns they think of in connection with

The adjectives suggested by it.There is great need of spelling words not used insentences. Some minds are so constituted that inwriting sentences the thougbt is so far ahead of theword they are writing that its perfect form does notconcern them. There is need of special, thougitfulattention to the writing of words by themselves.-
fournal of ducationi.

ARITHMETIC AS A LANGUAGE STUDY.*
FROM the time when the pupil begins his writtenwork in arithmetic, probably wben he reaches thethird grade, he should be taught to write out thesolution of problems. Up to this time he bas hadto do mainly with number work. He bas memor-ized a long array of facts, which have been skilfullypresented in simple mental problems concerninz ifamiliar objects and transactions. He may havelearned certain forins of expression, but tbe mainthing bas been to get the rigbt answer. But it is ttime to begin the training in language and in

thought, which problem work contains. He inustreceive such instruction as will accuston him tostate the conditions of the problem and to proceedfrom thein, step by step, to the answer. Thus, intbe problein, "A boy having a 50-cent piece, a 25-cent piece, and a cent, spends 56 cents ; how nuch ebas be left ? The answer may be found by a bseries of simple mental operations, and if the objectbe simply drill on memorized facts, the end basbeen attained. But the third grade pupil should dreceive more than this from his work with probles aA boy having a 5o-cent piece, a 25-cent piece and a aucent, and spending 56 cents, bas 20 cents left. Any uthird grade pupil, not unconmnonly dull, will give tithe answer at once. Let hin also be able to write tont the solution somewhat as follows :
Soc.+25c. + Ic. number cents the boy has atfirst =76c. .-. the boy bas 76c. at first. 76c ei56c.=wvhat he bas left=20c. .*. he bas 20C. left. w
*Fron a paper read by E C. iosser, of Kewvace M., befole 0a Teacheis' Association in ia-t Stte.A,

What have we gained by requiring the written

solution of a problei bwhich the pupil is able to
sve mnentally in a fourtb of tbe timne ? Just this,as it seems to me ; we have inade the thought pro-cess more promment, and we have acquired the use

of ogical statemnent on the part of the pupil. This
statement nay seem cumbersome and unduly pro-
longed It mght be shortened by combining cer-
tain steps. But my observation is to the effect that
ue lose nting by aving te work written out in

ful. I Writin makes an exact man," says Bacon,
the n'ise. WVhat we know ive cao tel], orally or in
writing. Then, too, this work is to lead the way to
te solution of problems of increasing difficulty,
problems wose solution depends upon the accu-
rate statement of each step. I have known and I
stl encounter pupils in the higher grades who are
dtteriy unable to sove probleins of only moderate
difflculty, because they have not bad the training
in logical tougt, esulting from writing out state-
ments Wen pupils begin to prepare written
statements, and for a long tiîne after, tbey makebard work of it, and this, I take it, shows the needof early and continued practice vith simple problems. But by degrees the difficulty vanishes ; the

pupil tcars to examine the conditions of the prob-
lem, to collect. the data,' and to note tbe varionssteps leading to the conclusion.

As the pupil progresses through the variousgradeshe s introduced to more and moredifficultoperations
in nutinber work, until he bas mastered that h ugestumbling block, long di'ision, fractions, commonand decimal, weights and ineasures, etc. At thesaine time that he is doing this work with numbers
1 would have, as a separate part of bis arithmeticaltraining, continued practice in the written solution
of probleins. Let the second process serve to sup-
pleient the first, as far as possible, but by no means
allow unnecessary %vork with numbers to take froîn
it the tii e and attention which is its due. 1)o /ess
leosk wCut1 biu tmiber., and more work with rob
lms. Ct ont the millions and the hundred thou-

sands, elioao inate the aîkward fractions, but we can-
not afford to curtail the language tranng containedin the written solution of probiems.

On te oter hand, it is possible to give our pupils
examples i 0 whic the statements are long and
complicated. So, to, we come across many prob-
lems were te reasoning processes are abstruse
and confusing. 1It is well to aoid them altogether.Benefit may sometimes be derived from the effortto solve pu7zles, but such ork does not rank higin pedagogical value.

It will sometimes bappen that proble-s involvenumber work in whicli e nish to test the pupil'saccuracy. Then let the statement be given asusual, and in another place let the number work beshown.
To enable pupils to do sncb work in problems asbas been indicated, they ust bave some prepara-

tory training in the use of sigs and other arit-
inetical devices. From the first, teach the use oftbe equation, and see that pupils have a full appre-ciation of its significance. It is not necessary todiscuss with them the various operations of combi-nation, transposition, etc , which are required in thebighest inathematics. They should be taught tolook upon it as a balance in which equilibrium mustbe preserved. It is well to keep before them thedea of a pair of scales, in which, though there may
be inany and frequent changes among the particu-ar things put into them, yet there is always to belie thing indicated by the naine, an equality ofvalues between the two sides.

With this mental picture before them, pupils willsoon learn to be careful in the use of equations, andhereby to make accurate statements. Errors will
koutless arise fron the attempt to condense thevork and to combine two or three steps in onequation, but inspection shows the loss of equili-rium and points out the remedy 'Teach pupils to begin the solution of problemswith the equation which expresses that fact of theata which they must first use. This is generally

very simple one, so simple indeed that it is notsually mnentioned in such working of problems asnns at the ansnwer only. Having the first equa-on, the succeeding nes, eibodying the successive
eps, are found from the terms of the problemTeach pupils to state first thefact which forms aart of the reasoning, and then having performed,ther mentally or otherwise, the necessary numberork in another equation, to state the result of tbe
peration. Teach the use of the sign of conclusion,oreduction, .*., which is read " therefore" and with
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it sum up each step of the solution in a short state-
ment. Do not be afraid of considerable writing.
Writing makes an exact man, woman or child.
What one knows he can tell orally or in writing.

For what must 1 sell 40 bbls. flour, bought at
4% per bbl., to gain $75 ? The unit in this prob-

lem is the cost of one bbl. of flour. Put into an
equation the first statement is, $42 cost of I bbl.

flour. The fact thus expressed is our major pre-
mise. Then $4' X 40 cost of 40 bbls. flour.

$4% ×'zX40=$180; here we have performed the num-
ber work and reach our minor premise. .'. $180
the cost of the flour. Here is our first conclusion,
reached through the use of the syllogism. $i8o+
$75=selling price of the flour. $18o+$75 $225.*.
the selling price of the flour =$255. A second syl-
logism leads us to the final conclusion, the result
we are seeking.

Such practice in problem work, I take it, is lan-
guage training of the best kind. It is logic, neither
more nor less.

Concluding, let me summarize as follows:
i. Language training should accompany and

form a part of every teaching exercise.

(a) Thought-power and language must be
developed together.

(b) A pupil does not know what he cannot tell.
2. Arithmetic is particularly valuable for devel-

oping thought-power, and the faculty of reasoning
logically to a conclusion.

(a) Arithmetic teaches (i) facts in regard to
numbers and the operations with them ; (2) the
solution of problems involving logical thought.

(b) The two processes are necessarily combined
more or less, but the second is the more important.

3. From the beginning of the pupil's written
work in arithmetic, teach the solution of problems,
requiring written statements.

Keep in mind the distinction between the two
phases of work. In the first, aim at accuracy in
numberwork and familiarity with principles and
processes ; in the second, aim at language and
thought training.

4. Teach the use of the equation and a proper
understanding of it ; teach the use of the sign of
deduction, read "therefore," and let the solution
take the form of a syllogism, or a series of syllo-
gisms.

Thus we may, through arithmetic, teach logic,
the foundation of all accurate speech.

4h jf

TEACHING COMPOSITION BY LETTER
WRITING.

BY MRS. EVA D. KELLOGG.

EXPERIENCE bas been the slow and sure teacher
to convince me that letter-writing is the very best
means of composition teaching.

The letter-form is the one which pupils will use in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred in all their after-
life composing. Its practical utility seems to
appeal to them and make them work harder to
attain skill.

The letter-form creates by its personalism a feel-
ing on the part of the pupil that he bas an audience
-a definite " somebody to talk to." Consequently
his thought bas not that loose, wandering tone
which characterizes a composition.

The letter-form allows room for great originality,
and necessitates sufficient similarity of productions
to make class criticism effective. The work is so
easy that a large proportion of it can be well done.

Doing away with a text-book gives opportunity
to bring strongly before the pupil the errors which
he actually does make, without confusing him with
the errors he mrnght have made.

I would give pupils something to write about.
In this way can be ingeniously worked in, points of
honor, morality and etiquette, not to mention busi-
ness letters, which would at once suggest them-
selves. These directions as to subjects make the
pupil grasp the tbought and reflect on it before he
begins to write, and rendei the plagiarisms of the
average essay impossible.

While we acknowledge that a genuine letter-
writer is born, and not made, we believe in a gen-
erous attempt at their construction, so long as
electricity bas not quite done away with the neces-
sity of letter-writing.-Educational News.

IS IT TRUE?

THE leading article in the A/lanlic Monthly for
June was written by Charles Dudley Warner, and
is entitled, " The Novel and the Common School."

Mr. Warner very' justly argues that there is very
little taste for good literature found among the
masses in this country, and, therefore, the low
trashy novel bas a greater sale than the good one :
that, but for the magazines, the best writers of fic-
tion could earn no more than day laborers, and that
the literature underlies all other knowledge, and
hence, must be given more attention in the common
schools. He blames the common school teacher for
this lack of taste for good reading, because very
few teach literature at all, and some who try do
not know how. Is it true that the poolly paid
Public or Private school teacher, who bas so many
other charges to bear, must also bear the cause of
the evil wrought by the trashy, sensational novel ?
Is it true that the educator must be responsible for
not only what be does that is wrong, but also for
what he fails to do that should be done ? Alas !
too truc ! In many professions and callings such is
not the case, at least, to so great a degree, but the
teacher must deal with the mind, that immortal
being, that part of man which, through his higher
endeavors, like the twig, grows and bends and
develops according to the force brougbt to bear
upon it, forms habits, becomes strong or weak as
the teachings of his instructors may warrant.

Mr. Warner says that the remedy lies with
teachers. Good literature must be introduced early
and taught through the entire course. Not simply
who wrote and when, but the actual reading is the
study of literature.

When the people demand better books the pub-
lishers will publish better books, and when the
teachers cultivate the taste for better and bigher
literature the people will demand it.-Educational
Exchange.

ONE KIND OF POOR TEACHING.

THE writer visited a school recently in which a
lady was teaching a class of young ladies arith-
metic. It was in one of the best schools of a large
city. The surroundings, the order, the spirit were
all that the most exacting could demand. The
entire building, containing many rooms, was a
model of neatness, and the control was perfect.

The class were learning to " tread the mazes " of
IÎercentage. The mysteries of " purchase price,"
" selling price," " rate per cent." and 'amount of
gain or loss" were being unravelled in the following
manner:

TEACHER.-(Reads problem out of her note
book for pupils to solve.)

PUPIL. -Solves and gives wrong answer.)
TR.--" That is wrong What had you given ?"
P.-" Purchase price and rate per cent. to find

the selling price."
TR. -Well, how did you do it ?
P.-" I multiplied the purchase price by the rate

per cent."
TR.- " But that is wrong. How have I told you

to do when you had the purchase price and rate
per cent. to find the selling price ?"

P. " I have forgotten."
TR.- " Who can tell her ?"
MARY.--" Multiply the purchase price by the

rate and then add the result to or subtract it fron
the purchase price, as it is gain or loss."

TR.-" Right. Now do you see your mis-
take ?"

P. -" Yes."
TR.-" Well, correct it."
Another pupil is called on. The answer is pro-

nounced right.
TR.-"What did you have given ?"
P.-" The purchase price and rate per cent. of

loss to find the amount of loss."
TR.-" How have I told you to proceed in such

a case ?"
P.-" Multiply the purchase price by the rate

per cent."
TR. -Right."
Another pupil is called on but the result is

wrong.
TR. " What have you given?"
P.-" Selling price and purchase price to find the

amount of gain."
TR. -Well, how have I told you to do in such a

case ?"
P.-" I have forgotten."

TR.- " But you must learn to remember. Who
can tell her?"

Some one in the class gives the rule.
ANOTHER PuPiL (who is working an example

given to her).-" I have forgotten what to du when
I have the purchase price and amount of loss to
find the per cent. of loss."

TR.-" Why, you must remember. Who will
give her the rule? (Some one gives it.) "Now
bas not that been told several times ?" (This
question was evidently for the visitors, to impress
upon their minds that the teacher had not neglected
her duty.)

And the writer could readily believe that she had
not neglected her dutyas she understood it. She was
a conscientious and devoted teacher, and a lady of
refinement. She was evidently exerting herself to
the uttermost to teach the young ladies percentage,
and they were doing their part as best they could.

It seems almost incredible, and yet there is good
reason to believe that there are many teachers in
that great imperial state who are pursuing the
same general process in teaching the children. Is
it any wonder that the press is mourning over the
ignorance of the school children when any test of
power to think is made ?

The lady teacher seemed to have no idea that
ber pupils possessed any other faculty than that of
memory. Every item of knowledge was to be held
in the mind by the power of memory (recollection).
When there was one group of ideas, a certain ru/e
was to be applied. When a different groupingwas
made, a different rule was to be learned, and so on,
a new rule for each new grouping, to the end of the
chapter. Such demands would tax the memory of
a Chinaman.

The demands thus made upon these young
ladies were more than their ordinary ability to
meet. And yet the writer read a few days after a
report of a speech made by the mayor of that city
to the Pan-American Commission, in which he
declared that the Public schools of that city were
the " best " (or possibly " among the best ") in the
world. -The Public Schooljournal.

PEACE.
BY MRS. J. W. A. STEWART.

I HAVE known those whose smile was benediction,
Whose voice was dropping balm;

Yet who had passed through storms of great affliction
To find the after-calm.

Perhaps within their hearts some voiceless yearning
Still longed for human love ;

Yet did their thoughts, like constant incense burning,
Forever mount above.

Ah me! To learn their holy self-denying,
What bitter pangs it cost,

What nights of tears, what weary days of sighing,
The victory well-nigh lost.

For is there one, ah ! surely there was never,
Who loving yet could say,

"I will love on, although unloved forever."
And not have wept that day.

They strove in tears, at times almost rebelling
Against the guiding hand,

Sweeter to die of grief than, passion quelling,
To follow stern command.

Sweeter to let the beart fulfil its breaking,
And sooner end its grief,

Than to return to patient labor, taking
A wound without relief.

Yet at the last, though without exultation,
Did they victorious rise,

And something that was more than resignation
Shone steadfast in their eyes.

And they had learned to love, but now divinely,
Not looking love to reap,

Like angels spreading gracious wings benignly,
Where saints unconscious sleep.

Oh could I learn their deep self-abnegation
Then were my soul thricc blest ;

Finding, like them, enduring consolation,
And long-desired rest.

-Woodstock Collcge Monthly.



The: iEdtcationial Jourial.
POET-" I've taken your advice, sir, an

cut down the eighteen stanzas of my Mem
oriaI Day poem to lhree. "

EDrTOR (coaxingly)-" Now, just try
littie harder and see what you can do wit
them."

THE following unsolicited testimonial ha
just been received at the office of the Centra
Business College, Stratford, Ontario, fror
one of its recent graduates :-Norwich, Ma
10, i89o. " After ten years' experience i
teaching I determined to take a course ii
some Business College, and after making
careful comparison of the facilities offere
by the different colleges I decided to atten
the Central Business College, Stratford, o
which Mr. W. H. Shaw is the Principal
Having now completed the course, I have n
hesitation in stating that it is the mode
college of its class. Theequipment in ever
department is complete. The course o
study is most thorough, and of a decidedl:
practical character. The teachers are cour
teous and attentive, and manifest an earnes
desire to advance the interests of th,
students. The penman, Mr. W. J. Elliot, i
not only a thorough master of the art, but i
also a most efficient teacher of the same
Frank Lyon, (teacher), Norwich, Ont.

JUDGE-" As it has not been sufficiently
proven Ihat you stole those pants, I dis
charge you. You may go now."

DEFENDANT-" Excuse me, your Honor
The fellow whose pants I stole is sitting
right behind me, and if I get up he will set
that I am wearing them."

AN advertisement of the Ontario Busines!
Collage, Belleville, 00w in its twenly-firs
year, of which Messrs. W. B. Robinson ancJ. W. Johnson, F.C.A., are the Principals
appears in another column. This old estab
lished institution enjoys the confidence o
the teaching profession and the business
community in a high degree. Twenty-four
different provinces, colonies and states have
been represented among its students. The
great success which this implies has beer
won by the thoroughness of its work and the
success of its graduates.

MR. ISAAcs-" Vat you learn at schools
l-day, eh?"

SMALL SON-" I learned how to combute
interests at seven per zent."

MR. ISAACS-"Dot is good. Now all you
haff to do is to add one nought an' den you
haff de interest at seventy per zent."

TEACHERS and students attention! As the
vacation season advances many teachers are
contemplating " how will they spend their
holidays " to the best advantage. None
can spend it better than by acquiring the
knowledge of keeping a set of books, writing
a good business hand, or by learning the art
of shorthand ; the most essential acquisition
lt eachers at the present dayv To ail thosethînking as above we would very heartily
recommend them to the Toronto Business
College, corner of Yonge and Shuter Streets
Toronto. This vell known and long estab-
lished Commercial College bas made special
preparation for a teacher's course during the
months of July and August. The former
students and graduates speak in the highest
terms of the knowledge imparted in such a
short time. Further particulars may be
obtained by addressing the Manager, Mr.J. M. Crowley.

JUsT as soon as a man is willing to admit
thl the political world is not made up
wholly of angels and demons, both aidesjump on him and dub him "I Mugwump l
Puck.

WANTED!

BOYS! BOYS! BOYS!
TO SELL

Sc

Weekly, In every City and Town in Canada.

Apply for Terms to

T. G. WILSON, Manager Grio Co., Toronto.

d
- Bermuda Bottled.
a *You dunt 9;0 ts Bermuda. If

a u Ione wil not lue responst-h Ie for the consequenees." -But
doetor, I can afford nelther the
time nor the noney." "Well, If

S that Is Impossible, try

y
n

EMULSIONI
OF PURE NORWECIAN

COD LIVER OIL.
l 1sometimes rail it Bermuda Bot.
y tied, and unany eases of

f CONSUMPTION,
Bronchitis, Cougih

i or Severe Cold
I have CUIRED with it; and theadvantage 1s that the most sensi-

s tive stomacI eau take it. Another
s thing whieh commends it Is the

stimulating properties of tie Hy-
0ophosphtres whtehR it con tains.Ç9hwill, fUnd It for sale at youlrDrugwIst's, In Salmon wrapper. Besure you get the genusine."
SCOTT A110WNE, Bellevlle.

Ontario Business Colle
BELLEVILLE.

W. B. ROBINSON, J. W. JOHNSON, F.C.A.,

f Principale.

2Ist YEAR.

The high standing and wide spread reputa-
lion of this institution have been attained bythe thoroughness of its work and the success of
ils graduates.

Twenty-four Provinces, Colonies, and States
have been represented among ils students,embracing four West India Islands and Dem-
arara. Sixteen thousand copies of its text
books are in use.

TEACHERS i
Send for the circular. Other matter, interest-
ing and valuable to teachers, is sent with it.
Be careful to address,

Ontari±o Biuilliui Colloge,
BEL L EVILLE, - ONTARIO.

!ilianso &Comnpany
EDUCATIONAL

BOOKSELLERSy
TORONTO.

Teachors, Trlts anda SchoIars
Offered our seruices for their BOOK

SUPPLIES.

University, Collegiate, High
and Public School Books

/n LARGE VARIET Y, and of the besteditions,
always found on our shelues,

Importing regularly from the great Publishing
Centres, we can quickly procure such

works as are not in general demand
here. Correspondence Solicited.

- - -, -.-.-- -. - - ~ ~

REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue of
Books and School Supplies recently issued
with the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. In it will
be found a large list of books for assistance
or recreation especially valuable to the teachers.
We select the following from the list

* BOOKB *,

For Clubbing with "Educational Journal"

To Subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
we will give the following special list of books
at the low prices named :

Little Peoples Speaker, .oo pages, attract-
ively bound, well filled with motion songs, concert,
holiday, temperance and patriotic pieces, suited to

every occasion in which the little folks are called upon
te take part. Paper, 15c.

Little People's Dialogues. i2o pages, band-
some cover. This book is specially prepared for child-
renus recitations, by Clara J. Denton. It is adaptedto the most varied kinds of entertainments and exhibi-tions. Paper, 25c.

Humorous Dialogues and Dramas. hand-
some cover, contains a great variety of specially pre-
pared selections, humorous, without being coarse.
Paper, 25c.

Suudy School and Church Entertain-
menta, handsome cover, contains dialogues, tableaux,
recitaîjons, concert pieces, motion songs, and shortdramas, illustrating Biblical truîhs. Paper, asc.

Mfaroh's Speeches and Dialogues for WeeTots, comprising a variety of short speeches and
dialogues, suitable to children from three to ten years
old. Paper, 25c.

Tableaux, Charades and Pantomines. A
first-class collection for various enterîainments. Paper,
25C.

Jokes. A collection of the brightest, funniest and
most catching jokes of the day. i5o pages ; attractive
cover. Paper, 25c.

Popular Synonyms. Twenty-five thousand
words il ordiwary use; accurate, elegan.t, cheap.
Flexible cloth cuver, Ise.

Words Correotly Spoken. A work valuable
to aIl sho desîre acruracy oflanguage. Cloth, i5c.

The following special list wiUl be
found attractive:

Wilford's Origina]rDialoiues and
Speeches for Young Folk.- Being by far themost complete of its kind ever issued. This wor sup
plies that pal ble need, which bas so long been
evident in boo s of ibis class, that of Dialogues and
Seecies adapted to the natures of cildren. This work
coutains i9 original Dialogues sud 53 Speeches,especially adapted for children between the ages of s
and 12 years. i6o pages. Paper cover, price 25c.

R.tter's Book of Mock Trials.-An entirely
novel idea. The trials are very amusing take-offs of
actual scenes iu court sud dsily life; containiug six.Ceeu coit lete irials-adapted to performance by
amateurs or professionals. Paper rover, price 25C.

Eowton'a Complete Debater.-Containingnine complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and ros

questions for Debate. The most perfect seorkr of itskiud published, sud especially adapted te Literarysud Deba;inc S rieties. No persu suuld be s°ithout
ibis great literary ivork. We are sure that those who
puchase copies will declare it well worth ten times the
aniount spent. Containig over 2ou pages. Boards,
price Se ris.

Beaoles Calisthenies & Light Gymnastios
for Young Folks.--2o Illustrations from Life by.Photographic Process. Containing Broom and Fan'
Drills, Marches, Fencimg Club, Hand and Dumb Bell
Exercises, Swimming and Music for marching. This
ls the most complete work published on the subject.
u6o pages. Boards, 75 ris.
6urdett's Duth Dialeot Recitations and

VReadings.-Tis collection uf aniusiug and laugh-able recîsons embraces ail the newes and mou
successful pieces, original and selected, with which
the celebrated reader, James S. Burdett, invariably

brings down the house." Containing 94 original and
selected gems of Humorous German dialect pieces in
prose and poetry. i6mo, 16o pages. Price, paper
25 ris.

Brutider Gardners Stump Speeches andiComte Lectures.-Contaiing the brut bits of the
leading Negro delineators of the presett day, com-prising the musC amusîng snd side.spliîting contribu-tion of oratorical effusions which have ever been ro-
duced to the public. The newest and best boo of
Negro nomicalîties published. î6o pages. Bound in
illumiuated paper ruvers. Price 25 ris.

Sent Post-Paid on receipt of price.

Address:

Important to Teachers'
FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS SHORTLY.

Xenophon's Anabasis.
Book III. With vocabulary. Notes byJ. Itenderson, M.A., 75 cents.

(Notes in separate volume, 35 cents.)

Virgil's Aneid.
Book V. Notes and vocabulary by J. Hen-

derson, M.A., 6o cents.

Crsar's Bellum Gallicum.

Books I. and I. Notes, vocabulary and maps
by J. Henderson, M.A., 75 cents.
(Separate volume, each 50 cents).

Lock's Elementary Trigono-
metry.

Special Canadian Edition, $.oo.

Riehl's Culturgeschichtliche
Novellen and Schiller's,

Der Taucher.
Notes by H. J. Wolstenholme, B.A., and W.

H. Vander-Smissen, M. A., $I.5o.

Erchmann-Chatrain Madame
Therese.

Notes by Prof. F. Bôcher. 70 cents.

Freytag's Die Journalisten.
Notes by Walter D. Toy, M. A 40 cents.

Kelly and Giles' Keys to the
Classies.

Price List sent upon application.

AGENTS IN CANADA FOR

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS
SHORTHAND BOOKS.

Phonographic Teacher. - 20 cents.

Key o Phonographic Teacher. - 20 cents.

Progressive Sndies in Phonography. 35 cents.
iEsop's Fables-Learners' Style. - 20 cents.Manual of Phonography. . 5o cents
Key to Exercises in Manual. - 20 cents.

Phonographic Reader. - 20 cents.
Phonographic Reporter. 90 cents.
Reporting Exercises - 20 cents.

Key to Reporting Exercies. 35 cents.Phonographie Phrase Book.. - 35 cents.e"il liât in course of preparation

READY IN A FEW DAYS.
Le Chien du Capitaine.

In one volume with La Belle Niver-
naise. Notes and vocabulary by E. J.McIntyre, B.A., teacher of French

and German in St. Catharines'
Collegiate Institute.

Chaucer's Prologue.
Clarendon Press Edition. Edited by Rev. R.

Morris, LL.D. Additional notes byRev. W. W. Skeat, Litt. D.

LITERATURIE 1891.
Selections from Longfellow.

Life, Notes, etc., by H. I. Strang, B.A., and
N. J. Moore, B.A.

. Simpson's Latin Prose.
Part I.

Cesarean Prose.
Special Canadian edition.

5 KING STREET WEST, bnir rnilnimb MHU (UblUil L|11 I l T U rf, ULARK CO.Ltd.
(NEXT DOMINIoN BANK). 26 &.28 Front St. West, Toronto. Front St. West, Toronto.

NEW AND GHEAP SCHOOL BOOK NOTICES.



The Ecdiiatioial Jo-urial.

(8t1h-i ith July),the examinatiorTI>e Canadian Chautauqua. PRIMaY EXAINATIlJ flot
adtecentre by the Presiding ExamiNIAGARA-ON-THE-L AKE, ONTARIO. In Reading, Drawing shah examine their work in

The finest boating, bathing, fishing, and driving, with lawn-tennis ground, electric Commercial Course. and Book keeping, and shah awlight, beautiful&trees and surroundings. Summer Schools, Concerts, Lectures, etc., etc. their standing in these subject
Hotel Chautauqua opens June 14. Sixty rooms complete. Rates, $2 and $2.50

Per day ; fron $10 to $14 per week. Special rate Saturday to Monday.Oral Reading as aove.
Lakeside House. Twenty-six rooms ; $î.oo per day; $5.oo 1 er week. Tents A NT O. in cae Shl p

and Cottages to rent. she e o n h Iisp$80,ooo worth of'lots for sale. $50,ooo of 8 per cent. preference stock for sale. The
Michigan Central Railway runs into the groui-s. Send for 50-page programme. For parti- I.-Canidates fronthe Higli Schools. be tsmttdbystto he E
culars apply to the President, JOHN N. LAKE, Box 444, Toronto.

The Primary Exanination of High Department on the last day of
nDrawing, and Prmary Examination, or sado

the Commercial Course sha .be held in examination in Reading, DrawS ~ 1N School pupils in Reading, Daig n
each High School between the 23rd and Book-keeping has been soon

se__ _ _ _ _ _ 28th days of June, as may best suit the pleted. The school work of s
TO TE EDIrT'?R. urersaIheasiemdconvenience of Masters and candidates. didates shaH be transmitted by

vlaeifriyu edr ht1hv pos ermd for the aboyé named siding Exatminer to the Pubîndisease. By its timely usé thousands of hopeless cases h ave been permanently cu.7ed. 1 shaal
be glad ta send two botties of my remedy FREE t anyof 1your readers who have con- i. The Examiners shall be the Head Ispector of the district, w]
sumtion if they will send me their Express and Post Office Address. Respectfully, master and teacher or teachers of thed RSubject. of 1te work donc in these subj

S2. The examination shall be con-The anadcan Mueuan Aid Associthi Pi E
d(a) Reading. - Each candidate shaa

Wants Good Canvassing Agents in every part of the Dominion. Good Commission ore
Salary. Good business for Teachers during holidays. passagesectedbO Ra theg aesaaer and

passashal be entered one theier list

AplTeHEaOSTfire-A PNU NE CMPATNY IN CANADA. another from any book chosen by him- AC N S W N
mPAGE, Manager, self. EamS w

8% KING ST. EAST, TORONTO. (b) Draiving.-Each candidate shall
Psubryit for examination ls school work T O S ELL

C MI 11-T Rr A.u in any three of the five books prescrîbed
in Fore I. or their equivalent iin charBUSINESS COLLEGE acter and amount. C lI ID'S

STRATFORD, ONT. (c) Book-Beeoing.-Eaclo candidate
e.sha sumit for examination a set of

This institution has iust closed the most sucrefu b books, worked out by tirmseas, B It b
terre of ils existence. It is known ail over as one of sisting of ayIbook, journal, o dedger,the most 

rhorough 
training schoeos of its 

tlass. Our 
on thecOursýe of study and business practice requires 7vok andBil eivbadBlsPybe

j cf itt his College does rot ptetend to havedonet
found a new s d easy way Mutereby u avod bard Ahd Asisocia beai and amirs.

or antd stit enjoy s fruits. This S ihool bas moved art of the Dmi. o Cmsoo
S

t
eadily foraoard in irs good work, condinuuly growing

Public estimation, until to-day it has a patronage AND
double that of the previous year, and grester than that(dInetringhefalsnig

AI d ~~~dce as deteriows th:-- l tndn

Orany other Business Colee in Canada. in Oral Readin a id Rade oinCtalge-n oferested parties. ykeepng, the Examiners sha take into

W. J. ELLIOTT, W. H. SHAW, ST. THOM.AS, ONT. account, as niay be deemed Most suit-able the candidate's school record in A NTS W ANPrnia. FACULTY 20. STUDENTS 212 each suhject. jNpAE W

geB Of Seven Pull Advanced certifi---- A4 'F5>

Apy o theaa d Ofice - W. PEBERTN PAGnMaager

e-on ates given by the Educafien rMeparment duig

his intiuin hasju l oe d teheo mos irt sucssu

he pas two years h ArtCouleges, affiliahd adies 3- The standing ofthe the candidates
oColeges and Colegiae inutes, etc., Ama bas sha e entered in a form providd by rqH

Equally surcessful IJepartments of Music, Elocution,, the Education Department, and shall
PRESTON, - ONTARIO. Commercial cience and Literary Work. be signed by ail the Examiners; thenyopp.Calendarfree. Re-opens Sept. 4 tb,'90 standing of the candidates being gradedEo T . Addess, PRINCIPAL AUSTIN, B.D. from . (the highest) to IV., those T H E

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and
Lodge Furniture. T master shah transmit thîs report to the BEST SEI BO

Presiding Examiner not later than the

Boys~II to UII*"CiI 0t fjuyF THE DAY.re4. The shool work of this C c e

WEEKL(Y) Drawke ing.--Eacgh cnddat pusl

and Town in Canada. who have passed this exarination sha l
be retained by t headmaster until the
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T. C. WILSON, Inspector, who shall report specially to
Manager Grip Co., Toronto. the Minister of Education o the char-
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WO A S MEDIC(L COLLEGE B eing the Commer- TORONTO.
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The: ZEd ucatioial Joturn1 al.

Special Offers!
We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL

three months and Ayres' Verbalist and
Orthoepist, postpaid, for $1.oo.

We will send the EÙUCATIONAL JOURNAL
four months and Williams' Composition
and Practical English, postpaid, for $1.oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoe-
pist, postpaid, for $2.oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Williams' Composition and
Practical English, post-paid, for $2.oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Worcester's Dictionary (Full
Sheep), for $ro.oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and the Concise Imperial Diction-
ary (best binding), for $5.5o.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Webster's Dictionary (Full
Sheep), for $1I.50.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Lippincott's Gazetteer (Full
Sheep), for $ 1.50.

ADDRESS-

TJE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

SMITH NEEDLE PACKAGE-Best Thing Out.
Agents make Five Dollars perda. Sample by mail,

twenty-five cents. Clement & CO., 36 îlg Street
East, Toronto.

TEACIIERS WANTED

To handle our popular

Subscroption Books & Bibles
DURING VACATION.

Special Discounts given.
Write and secure agency.

Rose Publishing Co., Toronto.

,. -r.OIN oN
DON ~ 4, ..... r NR «
''DALIST5. CHM ~M as $ECOI3I

WATERNW4N FOUNT4IN PE)#/
Best in the World. Send for Circular.

GEO. BIENGOUGH,
CANADIAN AGENT, 45 KING STREET EAST,

TORONTO.

TEACHERS
WE ARE MAKING THE

Best SeIf-Wringing Mop
E X TA NT.

It is a Bonanza for the IIolidays.
Send for Circulars and Ternis.

TARBOX BROS., Toronto, Ont.

TEAC S AND STU DENTS may have all thei
book wans promptly attended to, either in the

new or used line, and at reasonable ternis, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominion,-for Inspectors,
Teachers and Students, mailed or expressed daily.

GENTLEMEN
Living out of town can purchase their Toilet Arti-
Cles and Bundrien direct front the city through themail cheaper than in the local market. The list em-
braces Shaving Mugs and Brushes, Bath Gloves and
Brushes, Military Hair Brushes, Rubber Goods, Chest
Protectors, Sponges and Sponge Bags, Hand Mirrors
and ail toilet requisites. Ail goods guaranteed. Send
for catalogue and note Discounts. Correspondence
solicited. STUART W. JOHNSTON, 287 King
Street West, corner John Street, Toronto.

JAMES NURRA Y & C.
+ PRINTING, +

PAPER RULINC

BOKBINDINC.
FIRST-CL ASS BOOK, LA W,

COMMERCIAL AND

GENERAL JOB WORK.
26 & 28 FRONT ST WEST,

TnO R ON T O

THJUSANDS OF BOULES
CIVEN AWAY YEARLY.

g When i say Cure I do not mean
have them return again. I M EA N A RADICA Cmereyto stop hem tie dime, and the

Epilepsy~~~~~~~~~ or 1aln ikesalf- .CURE have made the disease of Fete,EpioPsY Or Fcas iing s cieose a life-long study. I warrant my remedy to Cure theeorst cases. Because ohers have failed is no reason for not now receivin a cure. Send at
once for a treatise and a Frae Sottie of My Infallible Remoad. * iv Express andPost-Office. It costs you nothing for a trial, and it vill cure you eddress an-H. d. OOT
M.C., Breanch Office, 186 WEST ADELA DE STREET, NTOROA -.

VANNEVAR & CO., Educationai Booksellers. Toronto,Keep always on hand the books for use in Sehools, Colleges and Training institutes.Books sent daily by mail or express to teachers and students i al parts f Cànada. For
satisfaction in every particular send your orders direct toVANNEVAR & CO., Booksellers & Stationers, 44( Yonge St. (opp. Carlton St.), Toronto, Ont.

Proyident Lite & Live Stock Asso.
CHIEF OFFICE:-

WILLIAM JONES,

43r iS-t'P Oroto, Can.
Is the one that gives the best benefits to its

members and pays the agents well.
It is to your interest to send for Prospectus,

Claims Paid, etc.
. Splendid opportunity for teachers to make moneym unrepresented districts. Address,

- Managing Director.

KINGSTON

WOMAN S• MEDICAL • COLLEGE,
First of its Class in Canada.

and Largest List of Giraduates.

New College Building. We'l located. Very bestteachig staff. Three Lady Professor,. Fuli Hospital
adivantages. Affiljaîed wIn Qucens Uversiîy. Re-duced teesto Medical Missioiiary Studenvs. Valuable
scholarship prizes.

Hon. Dr. Sullivan, Dean of F.culty.
R. V. Rogers, Q.C., Pres. Trustee Board.

Calanders for-Session t89 o-9 1 on application to DR.
A. P. KNIGHT, Secretary, Kingston, Ont.

STUDY. LATIN and GREEK at
,,a sight. Use the Interlinear-

Glassies." Sample page and Catalogue of Sch>ol
Bookstfree. C. DaSILVER & SoNs, No. L.L. iro2
Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE IGH SCHOOL

Orawing :Course
Authorized by the Minister

of Education.

The Course is now complete:

No. r-FREEHAND,
No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
No. 4-OBJECT DRAWING,

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
These books are ail uniform in size and style, andconstitute a complete uniforn series. The same plan

is folowed through the"n al the Text, the Probiems,and opposite the Probeislsec ae h xriebased upon then. The illustration is upon the same
page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in
every case, is a saceJfo, th# siade,îi's ,k. Eachcopy, therefore, is a coplete Te''t-book on ts subject,
and a Drawing Book as well, the paper on which the
books are prnted being first-class drawing paper. Thestudent using these books, therefore, is not obliged
to purchase and take care of a drawing book also.
Moreover, Nos, 1, 4 and 5 are the only books on their
subjects authorized by the Department. Therefore, ifth,, student bys the full series, he will have a untform,and not a mixed series, covering the whole subjects ofthe examinations, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Read-
ing, ne of the best authorities in these subjec s i this
200ntry, and recently Master i0 the School of Art.

W Each book is in the direct line of the curricu-
lum, and i., authorired.The examinations in High School Drawing will beset from the authorized books.

PR/CE, ONLY 15c. PER 900K.

Grip Prinfing & Publishing Con
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO.

BARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,
45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto

Circulars poit free.

"Public School
Temperance."1

The attention of teachers isrespectfullycalledto this new work, designed for use in the public AGENTs IN CANADA FOR THE
schools. It is placed on the programme of MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY,studies under the new regulations, and iS The Celebratrd United States Makers ofauthorized by the Minister. It will be used inthree forms. The object of the book is to im- t
part to our youth information concerning the eindegarten Materials.
properties and effects of alcohol, with a view
to impressing them with the danger and the i Estimates given for the complete furnishing of Kin,needlessness of its use, dergartens. Correspondence nvited.

The author of the work is the celebrated Dr.
Richardson, of England; and this book, thoughsomewhat less bulky, being printed in smallertype, contains the whole of the matter of theEnglish edition, s4ightly rearranged as to some
of the chapters, to suit the requirements of our
public school work. It is, however, but half
the price of the English edition. I

The subject is treated in a stricily scientificmanner, the celebrated author, than whomthere is no better authority on this subject, .Foetising the researches of a lifetime in setting First, SOond, and Third Classes,forth the facts of which the book discourses.At the same time the style is exceedingly simple ;the lessons are short and accompanie by appro.priate questions, and the languagniisadapted to By JAM ES WHITE, Public School Teacher,the comprehension of allwho may be required ,
to use the book. Price 25 cents, at all book. DMONTON, . ONT.stores.

e rip ritig & bliSlig This aook i ow ready for delivery. it containsnearly 700 Practical Problems in Arithmetic for the
PUBLISHERS. TORONTO. three lowest forms, and will supply the teacher witb

questions at once interesting and useful. The probleuIS
are properly graded for the separate classes, and'HARVARD UNIVERSITY answers are gives in the appendix.

SUMMER SCHOOLS.
Harvard University offers instruction in the following Board and Linen Covers-departments, viz.: Four courses in Chemistry, two inEx erimental Ph i h Pi

dpax ns yscs, Fot cre in e ity w np.....,.- .Ys., ,, tree in Geology, two in Topo.raphy; also courses in Botany, French, German
Physicai Training and Medicine Except the coursesm Medicine and the advanced courses in Geology, theyare open to both men and women.

For information, address

OF HARVARD UNIVERsITY,

Cambridge, Mass.

post-Paid Only 25 ets.

ADDRESs:-

Grip Printing & Pnblshing Co.

28 Front Street West, Toronto.

A CREAT

Scientific

The microbes or germinal

cause of ail disease can n0w ieeffectually destroyed and renoved fion the system.
Miraculous cures of hopeless and pronounced incur-

able diseases constantly being made; Consumption,
Scrofula, Catarrh, Syphilis, RheumatisIn,
Bright's Disease, Eczema, Tumors, StomaCh
Troubles, etc., robbed of their terrors.

This may seen pretty strong talk, but we mea#
every word we say. Call and exam.ne an office full Of
the most marvellous testimonials. $1,000 reward
for any not genuine. Agents wanted everywhere.

Th demand for this marvellous renedy bas becone
so great sitin three years, that ten laboratories have
been erected in the UnitEd States, one in England, and
one in Canada.

We have over 3,oo: agents of both sexes, who find
our agencies very satisfactory.

Address or Call,

hNm Badam Microbe [Ier Col
CHAS. W. EMAN,

General Manage,

120 K(ing St West, Toà"onto, Ont
HeadquaPteps for the Domin1on.

SELBY & CO.
32J Church Street, - Toronto,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

KINDEGRE G S ýÀ L

r



The Edc{ttationlal Joturnal,

Gæsur de Bello oullico.
BOOKS I. AND IL.,

By SAM'L WOODS,
LONDON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

ACCURACY IN TEXT AND VOCABULARY.

COPIOUS REFERENCES TO THE AUTHORIZED

GRAMMAR AND TO BRADLEY'S ARNOLD.

Sentences for Translation into Latin inserted in the
Notes under, and based upon the words

in the Chapter.

& GOOD MAP OF ANCIENT GALLIA.

VERY FULL NOTES ON DIFFICULT PASSAGES.

HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX.

IRIEADYY SI-IOIRTLY..

ENGLISH CLASSICS
OFFERED AT SPECIAL RATES.

Regular Offered
Price. a.

Oelections from Byron and Addison. Being the Litera-
ture prescribed for 1889-90. With Introduction, Notes, etc.,
by J. E. Wetherell, B.A., Strathroy, and F. H. Sykes, M.A.,
T oronto .......... ................................ $0 50

Coleridge's Ancient Mariner and Odes and Macau-
ley's Essay on Warren Hastings. With Notes by
G. A. Chase, M.A., Head Master of Ridgetown High School. o 6o

l'he Deserted Village and Task. Notes by McLeod
and S torr............................................... o 50

he Deserted Village, Task and Addison's Sir
Rodger de Coverley. In one volume. Notes by J.
Millar, B.A., Head Master St. Thomas Collegiate Institute.. o 75

'he Deserted Village, the Task, and Addison's Sir
Rodger de Coverley. In one volume. Notes by Walter
McLeod F.R.C.S., F.C.P.; Francis Storr, B.A., and C. P.
Mulvaney, M.A....... .... ................... .- .. o 60

Xarmion and Burke's Reflections. Notes by J. Millar,
B .A .... «....................... ..... ................... oo

Xilton's Paradise Lost. Books I. and II. With Notes by
C. P. MIason, B.A., F.C.P................................O 35

raveller and Elegy. With Notes by C. Sankey, M.A.,
and F. Storr, B.A. (Interleaved)...... ... ............. O 40

IPraveller and Elegy. With Notes by Stevens and Morris.. o 40
'rhe Traveller, Elegy, and Burke's Reflections. Notes

by M illar...................... .......... .. ....... o 60
T'homson's Seasons and Southeys Life of Nelson.

With Notes by H. Strang, M.A., and T. C. L.Armstrong, M.A. o 75
l'homson's Seasons and Southeys Life of Nelson.

Without Notes..................................... o 20

$o 25

o 30

O 25

o 40

o 3o

o 50

O 20

O 20

O 20

o 30

o 40

o 10

ANY OF THE ABOVE SENT POST PAID ON REOEIPT
OF THE REDUCED PRICE.

Hughes' "Securiqg and Retaining Atteqtion."
By JAMES L. HUGHES, Inspector Schools, Toronto, Canada,

author of" Mistakes in Teaching."

Cloth, 116 pp. - - « Price, 50 Cents.
This valuable little book has already become widely known to American

teachers.
- TESTIMONIALS. -

S. P. Robbins, Pres. McGill Normal School, Montreal, Can., writes to Mr. Hughes:-" It is quite
superfluous for me to say that your littie books are admirable. I was yesterday authori2ed to put the
1 Attention 'on the list of books 'o be used in the Normal School next year. Crisp and attractive in style,
and migh y by reason of its goo. sound commmn-sense, it is a book that evely teacher should know."

Popular Educator (Boston):-" Mr. Hughes has embodied the hest thinkingof his life in these pages."
Central School Journal (Ia.).-" Though published four or five years since, this book bas steadily

advanced in popularity."
Educational Courant (Ky.).-" It is intensely practical. There is'nt a mystical, muddy expression in

the book."
Educational Times (England).-" On an important subject, and admirably executed."
School Guardian (England).-" We unhesitatingly recommend it."
New England Journal of Education.-" The book is a guide and a manual of special value."
New York School Journal -" Every teacher w, uld derive benefit from reading this volume."
Chicago Educational Weekly.-" The teacher who aims at best success should study it."
Phil. Teacher.-" Many who have spent months in the school-room would be benefuted by it."
Maryland School Journal.-" Always clear, never tedious."
Va. Ed. Journal.-' Excellent hints as to securing attention."
Ohio Educational Monthly.-" We advise readers Io send for a copy."
Pacifie Home and School Journal.-" An excellent little manual."
Pret. James H. Hoose, State Normal School, Cortland, N.Y., says:-" The book must prove of great

benefit ru the prefession."
Supt. A. W. Edson, Jersey City, N.J., says:-"A good treatise has long been needed, and Mr.

Hughes hmn supplied the waut."

List of Ni'sce11aý eous Books
WITH A FEW AT REDIJCED PRICES.

Walks in London. By Augustus J. C. Hare, author of "Walks
in Rome," etc. 2 vols. Fifth edition. Dedicated to H.R.H. The Duke of
Connaught. A delightful account of rambles through London. These volumes
are just to hand by mail, slightly damaged on cover only by salt water.

Retail Price, $8.50. Offered at $2.50.
Children's Hosannas. i i i Tunes and Anthems compiled by

J. Burnham. A very choice and original collection of anniversary music.
90 cents, for 50 cents.

Song Evangel. Words and music. 1 12 sacred songs set to beau-
tiful tunes, admirably adapted for evangelistic and home use. Very few of the
pieces in " Song Evangel " can be found in any other publication. 50 cents,for 80 cents.

Anne Bowman's New Cookery Book. A complete manual
of English cookery on sound principles of taste and science. Colored illustra-
tions. 640 pages. Cloth, 85 cents.

The Young Ladies' Book of Amusement. Comprising
merry games, diversions, plays, conundrums, riddles, puzzles, charades, fore-
telling the future, tricks, anagrams, also poetry, humorous anecdotes, sparks of
wit, etc. 20 cents.

The Sabbath School Reciter. Comprising choice and inter-
esting moral and sacred pieces in prose and poetry adapted for Recitations at
Sabbath School anniversaries, etc. 20 cents.

English Misrule in Ireland. By Arthur J. Dadson. An
interesting study of the connection between England and Ireland for some
generations back. 20 cents.

Triumphant Democracy, or Fifty Years March of the Republic.
By Andrew Carnegie. 20 cents.

Kathrine Regina. By Walter Besant. 20 cents.
The Dusantes. By Frank Stockton. 20 cents.
The Scotch Reciter. Edited by AIf. H. Miles. 20 cents.
The American Reciter. Edited by Alf. H. Miles. 20 cents.
The Shakespeare Reciter. Edited by Alf. H. Miles. Post 4to,

cloth. 20 cents.
The Young Folks Readings and Recitations. Com-

piled by Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker, Designed for public entertainments, the
home circle, and for use as a supplementary reader in primary and intermediate
schools. 20 cents.

W. J. GAGE & Co., 54 FRONT ST. WEST, TORON TO.



The: Edtcatioial Jourial.

Corner Yonge and Shuter Streets, Toronto, Canada
IS UNDOUBTEDLY THE

L.eading Conimercial College, Shortland lastitution, Telegraph
School od General English Training Acodenjg

. ....IN THE DOMINION OF CANADA.......
The Very LateSt and Improved Text Books of the leading systems of Bookkeeping and Shorthand used in the College. Ladies and Gentlemen Instructed Individually byable and experienced Teachers. No Classes Formed. Students may enter at any time. Day and Evening Sessions open the entire year.

SPECIAL COURSE ANI TERMS FOR TEACHERS AND OTHERS DURING THE SUMMER VACATION.
SP EC lA LT I ES.-Bookkeeping-Shorthand-Typewriting-Penmanship-Telegraphy-Commercial

Correspondence-Law-and Arithmetic.
Terms

Moderate.
2"NTION W

A Beautiful, Rapid Business Handwriting guaranteed in six weeks. Graduates presented with DIPLONAS free and helped to good positions.Those wishing to make application, appointments, etc., will please write immediately to
P.S. -Handsome Prospectus, J M. CIOWLY,containing fuli information, J. M. CROWLY,mailed free. 

General linawer,
maîr PAPE . Corner Yonge and Shuter Streets,

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLSThue most accurate and best series of Wall aPs Publtshed. Drawn and nradbyteeminen
geoglrapher j B&RTHoLomicw, F.R.G.S., Edinburjh. Mouned on*Strong Cloth, wit Rou eta lerly Colored=d V.t n L b y n

REGULAR REGULARNO0. SIZE. PRICs. No. SIZE. PRICE.r. Railway Map of Ontario, 43 by33 inches $3 OO . Africa, - zby 2 inches $ '0
2. Ontario, - 67 by s " 4 50 ir. British lslands - 67 y 52 m 4 53. rebec, 67 by 5 4 5 12. Australia nd NewZealand, 6' by4.i ew Brunswick, - 67 by 5- 4 Il r~ setine, 67 by 5. 4 505. Nova Scotia and Prince 6S . The Worl'd in Hemispheres, 67 by 52 4 50Edward Island, - 67 by 52 4 50 15. The World on Mercator's6. North America, - 67 by 52 4 50 P6. Uroectn - 67 by 52 4 50
7. Sot mrc, .6 y 5 4 o.6. United Stâtes,- -5 by 52 6oEuro 67 by 52 4 50 17. The Dominion of Canada, So by 49 6 509 .I, - 67bys 52 4 501

To sny Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing fo.r TE EDUCATIONýAL JOURNAL at S'.5o,we will send one or more of the above maps each at $.oo ess tha the Regular Price.
This is an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school at once with First-Class Mapsat wholesale rates.
In ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give your nearest express office. Address,

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

BIBLE CLASS PRIMERS THE ALLIANCE
Edited by Rev. Professor SALMOND, D.D. Bond ond humentIn Cloth, - - 25 Cents each.

0 an f
Historical Connectio between the Old and NewTestaments. By I<ev. John Skinner, M.A.
The Life of Christ. By Rev. Professor Salmond, D.D.The Shorter Catechism (3 parts). By Rev. Pro.fessnr Salmond, D. D.
The Period of the Judges. By the Rev. ProfessorPaterson, M.A., Edinburh
Outlines of Protestant issions. By John Robson,D. D).
Life of the Apostle Peter. By Rev. Professor Sal-mond, D.D.
Outlines f arlyChurch History. By the late Rev.Henry Wallis binith, D. D,
Life of David. By the la-e Rev. Peter Thomson, M.A.Life of Moses By Rev. James Iverach, M.ALife fPaul. By raton . Gloag, .A.
Life and Reign of Solomon. By Rev. RaynerWinterbotharn, M.A. LL.B.
The History of the Reformation. By Rev. ProfessorWitherow.
The Kinga of Israet. By Rev. W. Walker, M.AThe Kingacf Judah. By Rev. Professor GivenPh.D.
Joshua and the ConqudCt. ay Re- Professor Cros-
Bible Words and Phrases, Explained and Illusrated.By Rev. Charles Michie, M.A. z8mo, cloth, 3oc.

Sold by JOHN YOUYG,
tipper Canada Tract Society,

102 YONCE STREE, TORONTO.

ii y o Ontario(L tld.)
CAPITAl. - - $ 1,000,y000

Incorporated February 27, 1890.
GENERAL OFFICES:

21 mi~d. 29 Wellington gt. uait
TORO :aq T O -

This Company through co-operation of in.
vestors and combining smail sums of money
produces sure and favorable returns.

Teaehers having money to invet-in smalor large amounts-ean have their invest-
monts guaranteed and obtain the most
favorable returns. Every investment
guaranteed.

Teachers can use their unemployed time-
their vacation periods-in a most profitablemanner by taking an agency for the Company.

Correspondence solicited. Address General
Offices, as above.
WM. STONE, G. F. POTTER,

Pnreidmin. Maaaging Drco.
WM. SPARLING,

Su6eintedent.

iuROiuNTO, Can.

University of Toronto
MEDICAL FACULTY.

The Winter Session will Commence October 1, 1890.
FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

WM. T. AIKINS, M.D., LL.D. ADAM H. WRIGHT, M.D.
DEAN. SECRETARY.

TRINITY MEIDICAL COLLEGE
Incorporated by Speciat Act of Parliamenit. Estabtished 185.0

SssoIN 1390-91.
For ful enformation regarding Graduation, Medals, Scholarships, Fees, etc., and for copies of the AnnualAnnouncement, apply to
DR. W. B. GEIKIE, Dean. Holyrood Villa, 52 Maltiand St., Toronto.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STPA NDARD DICTIONARYI1
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885),No. 23 (f), read as follows:

Every school should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gazetteer."

We make Teac1ers and Boards of Trustees t1e followigg offers
Concise X7nperial, best binding - $5.50
Webste7's Unabr-idged, fulZ bounl, 11.50
Lippincott's Gazetteer,fall bound, - 11.50
Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL

JOURNAL in every case.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Go.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.


